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The Cresset 
IN LUCE TUA 
Comment on Contemporary Affairs by the Editor 
Wrestling With Welfare 
If one had to choo ·e a single issue that most sharply 
di tingui he liberal from con ervatives in America , 
welfare would probably work as well a anything. Parti-
sans of L ft and Right agree that something needs to be 
done about 'the welfare mess," but about what that 
something is-or what in fact constitutes the mess in 
the fir t place-they could not be farther apart. 
For many conservatives, the problem consists in the 
very existence of the welfare system. They see in wel-
fare a pernicious ocial crutch that encourages habits of 
dependence destructive of the social good and incon-
sistent with virtuous citizenship. They seize on isolated 
incidents of fraud or reports of families in which re-
liance on welfare passes down from generation to gen-
eration to condemn the system in its entirety. All but 
the most heartless of tories concede the need for some 
system of aid for those who cannot help themselves, but 
conservatives insist that any such system be limited in 
scope, controlled as much as possible by private and 
voluntary organizations, and administered so as to en-
sure that people go on welfare only in extremity and 
get off it as soon as possible. 
For liberals, the problem with welfare lies with the 
stigma that attaches to it and with the insufficient fund-
ing it commands. In a society as rich as ours they argue, 
there i no excu e for the persistence of poverty, and 
those whose incomes fall, for whatever reason, below 
the poverty line should be helped above that line by 
the generous public support of the many who are well-
to-do. Liberals tend to di count tales of welfare cheating 
and to minimize the likelihood of wid pread welfare 
dependency. While it is the fir t in tinct of con erva-
tive to locate the ource of welfare in per onal or cul-
tural inad quacy, liberal tend automatically to ·ee the 
poor a innocent victim of a malign or indiffer nt ocial 
order. Con ·ervative view welfare a a p cial b nefit 
to be b towed or withheld according to ocial and eco-
nomic circum tance · lib ral prefer to think of it a a 
right owed by ociet to th poor a part of th ocial 
contract. 
Thi i on of tho di put 
priate r pon e i not to choo 
March , 19 .'3 
wh re th mo t appro-
b h n n id or th 
other but to say Yes and o to both. W lfare i at once a 
blessing and a curse, and conservatives and liberal have 
each got part of the story right and part of it wrong. (We 
are persuaded that in this as in most public policy que -
tions the most perceptive and creative exchanges take 
place not between left-liberals and the old [or new] 
right but between neoliberals and neocon ervatives.) 
The problem that makes definitive re olution of the 
welfare controversy difficult is easily tated: if we rai 
welfare benefits as high a our humane in tinct prompt 
us to, we build an ever-expanding welfare population 
within whose ranks patterns of ocial pathology ar 
widely evident; yet if we attempt to remedy that path-
ology by striking at the habit of d pendency that en-
courages it , we risk injuring those who ne d and de-
serve our help. Out of the tensions ugg t d in that 
formulation we must attempt to fa hion a workabl wel-
fare program. (The comm nt that follow owe a marked 
debt to Ken Auletta' intelligent and balanc d di cu -
sion of the welfare dilemma in th F bruary 7 i ·u f 
the ew Republic.) 
p 
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We can not assume that the Protestant work ethic will function as effectively in the future as it 
did in a past where the alternatives to work were considerably less attractive than they are today. 
ly four of five case the children of poor famili e cap 
their parents' poverty. There i more mobility out of 
poverty than is often thought and it eem clear that 
for many of the poor a temporary boo t from go rn-
ment can provide the way out. 
But there i another side to the picture. A recent tudy 
of welfare by Blanche Bernstein, former Commi ioner 
of New York City's Human Resources Administration 
and now a professor at the ew School for Social Re-
search, comes to several conclusions at variance with 
conventional liberal wisdom on the subject. She ttrgue 
that there is in fact more welfare cheating than most 
welfare officials care to admit and that the total cost of 
welfare is far higher than is -often conceded. More im-
portantly, the value of total welfare benefits, while cer-
tainly not so high as to provide a life of luxury, is high 
enough to provide a disincentive for welfare recipients 
to take unskilled or semi-skilled jobs. Most crucial of 
all, the availability of substantial welfare benefits has 
had a negative effect on family stability, and it is in fact 
the continuity of the traditional family-father, mother, 
and children-that provides the best protection against 
descent into dependence on welfare. 
Welfare has sabatoged the family, and in so doing it 
has contributed to a new structure of poverty and to cer-
tain forms of social decay. In half of our fifty states, 
welfare is available to a family only if the father is ab-
sent, and that eligibility rule, combined with welfare's 
general tendency to reduce the male's sense of respon-
sibility for the children he conceives, has led to the 
growing feminization of poverty in America. In the 
nation today, only one family in nineteen where both 
parents are present exists below the poverty line; yet 
where the family is headed by a woman, the figure rises 
to one in three. The majority of America's poor live in 
homes headed by mothers living alone, and more often 
than not those homes depend on welfare for their in-
come. The e general patterns apply to families regard-
less of race, but they are especially marked among mi-
norities. In 1940, only 15 per cent of black children 
were born out of wedlock and raised by single mothers; 
by 1980, the figure had risen to 55 per cent, and a great 
many of tho e children wer born into poverty and wel-
fare. The products of such homes are disproportionately 
responsible for the social evils-crime and drug abuse 
chief among them - that make life in large sections of 
our urban centers so desperate and fearful. 
It bear rep ating that most people on welfare do not 
cheat, do not become social derelicts, and do not make 
of welfare a permanent life- upport y tern. For such 
people, a governm nt check i a temporary and nece -
sary aid to help them through a difficult time. But there 
are others-Bernstein estimate about on -quarter of the 
total-for whom welfare becomes a way of life and de-
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p nd nc n it a ur . 1 · w lfar, und 'rcla: · lack 
the du ation, ial ·kill ·, training, and w rk habits 
d in th " rk-a-da , rl I, and f r 
crnm nt ·upp rt b m ' · b th a rut h on 
an 1 an to a id takin?· r ·p n ibilit for 
their m n ituation and, a a · lf-p re iv d · mbol of 
their own helple ne · and inad qua , a furth r d tri-
ment to the ·elf- onfiden e n ary to g t by in the 
quotidian routine · f Am ri an ·o iet . (K n ul tta 's 
di cu ion with the p or mad lear to him that wel-
fare threat to th ir dignit came not imply from the 
ocial tigma ociety attache to it but from their own 
sen e of loss of control of their per onal condition and 
destiny.) 
Liberal ' don't like to admit it, but there are those who 
come to prefer welfare to work. An FL-CIO job train-
ing program in West Virginia (conducted, incidentally , 
exclusively among whites) found that 25 per cent of the 
eligible women on welfare rejected participation in the 
program even though it offered better pay than welfare. 
We can not assume that the Protestant work ethic will 
function as effectively in the future as it did in a past 
where the alternatives to work were considerably less 
attractive than they are today. 
All this leaves us precisely in that uncomfortable 
middle ground that most complex issues of public policy 
consign us to. We can not in decency do away with wel-
fare or reduce it to such a level as to rob of their dignity 
those who out of necessity must resort to it. The Reagan 
Administration must not be allowed to shred the safety 
net that it has promised to provide for the least fortun-
ate among us. But the concept of dignity involves more 
than the promise of opportunity for those badly off to 
live at a minimal level of comfort and to compete fairly 
for our society's material rewards. It includes as well 
the sense that all self-respecting people have of taking 
responsibility, to the extent possible, for their own sit-
uation. There is nothing inhumane in requiring of a 
welfare system that it be tightly regulated to avoid 
cheating, that it require where possible work in ex-
change for benefits, and that it pressure absent fathers 
to do what they can for their families' needs. 
The question comes down, in the end, to the kind of 
citizens we want to produce. We would regard as un-
forgivably callous any parent who refused to provide 
for his children when they were not in a position to 
provide for themselves. But we would also regard as 
mi guidedly paternalistic the parent who kept hi chil-
dren in a tate of dependence beyond the time when 
they hould be striking out on th ir own. e mu t pro-
vide welfare for tho e who cannot do without it , but the 
ultimate goal of the y tern must ah a be not its in-
definite expansion but it restriction within the tighte t 
limit con i tent with human compas ion. Cl 
Th e re et 
Against the Tide 
Th ecum nical movement, a strong force in world 
Christianit and merican Christianity since the World 
Missionar Conference held at Edinburgh in 1910, has 
for the la t fift en years been plagued with a series of 
difficultie ·. Internal conflict and doubt, denominational 
retribalization, and corporate retrenchment have all 
exacted a toll. Lutheran church bodies, microcosmically, 
have ·uffered imilar pains. On September 8, 1982, 
however, the American Lutheran Church, the Lutheran 
Church in America, and the Association of Evangelical 
Lutheran Churches took significant coordinated actions 
which challenge the centripetal swirl dominating our 
religious institutions. Sons and daughters of the Witten-
berg Reformation, not always avant-garde in social and 
ecclesiastical matters, moved centrifugally toward more 
responsible ways of ethical functioning and relating to 
other Christians. 
If things proceed according to agreed time-lines and 
agendas, January of 1988 will witness the birth of a new 
church entity. It will involve a majority of American 
Lutherans, two-thirds of them to be precise, in numbers 
more than five million. The stage is being set for new 
policies, new work with the other classic Christian tradi-
tions. The concern for greater ethical relevance and 
effectiveness is already manifest. 
The elation of representatives with these convention 
actions was undeniable. I shared it unreservedly. I am 
happy therefore to indicate in what follows my reasons 
for supporting Lutheran unity. 
I. It is a matter of good theology and conscience. 
The "defender of the faith" mentality has long been 
Walter R. Wietzke is Director of the ])£vision for Theological 
Education and Ministry of the American Lutheran Church. 
He holds degrees from Capital University, the Evangelical 
Lutheran Theological Seminary in Columbus, and the Lu-
theran School of Theology al Chicago. In 1970 Capital 
awarded him a DD. He has seroed as both a pansh pastor 
and a campus pastor. His articles have appeared in a score oj 
journals and he has had four books published the most re-
cent being In L ague , ith th Futur . He has served the 
ALC in a number of leadership and executive positions and 
has been active in a van·ety of ecumenical activities. 
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The Case for Lutheran Unity 
Walter R. Wietzke 
part of the Lutheran psyche-and problem. Assumed 
to be a major strength, it is now seen also as a point of 
great vulnerability. When "the defender" goes too far, 
or focuses too narrowly, he/she begins to arrogate a 
virtue and omniscience to the self, individual or cor-
porate , that is simply beyond warrant. Therefore, Chris-
tians in every church must always be ready to assess 
their state of being, and part of that assessment involve 
having the grace to ask others "how do you really ee 
us?" 
We have tried to do that. With our partners we readily 
confess, as chastened people, that our experience of 
mini tering in society, living in cooperative relation-
ships with other Christians, evaluating the effects of 
Lutheran disputations and, most of all, trying to honor 
the correctives of God' · grace have helped neutraliz 
our propensitie toward the "defender" mentality and 
incline us to a better way. In this we have been clriv n 
to be not less theological , but more theological; not les · 
biblical, but more biblical. 
Ephesians and Modern Reformation 
Three decades ago, Bruce M tzg-er made th ' state-
ment that "Ephe ·ians may be the center of the modern 
reformation of the Church, just as Romans and Gala-
tians were central for Luther' · time." M •tzg r had good 
reason for saying thi ·. Textually h · saw that th w 
Te tament thrust for unity was neither ov rt r a ·ual 
-it was a dominant them'. Ephesian arti ulat s that 
and pells out an eccle ·iology a · do•. no oth •r •w 
Te tament work. Contextually, amid Am 'ri a's 250 
denomination ·, M tzg •r was more than awar • f what 
wa happening in chur hly circl s and in th • ' um ni-
cal arena. 
o, too were progr s iv • Luth ran . B •t w •n 19 
and the lat 19 O · thing "' r' looking up for th • 
educational instituti 
c ntemptuou~ of th 
a new rcalit . h, ' 
h •n am ict am and th n w 
hur h, 
dation · . truggl •d to r ·cl •fine ', i t n '. r tabli ·h •cl 
in titution · pla~u •cl by ·rod ·cl nfid ~n • an I 
climini h cl ·upp rt. Ea h < f th m t •ncl cl to cl' (•rt th 
\ id r ar na and t 1rn inward. he hur I , lik oth •r 
During the inter-Lutheran controversies of the late 1920s and the formation of the old American 
Lutheran Church in the early 1930s, the hermeneutical question rose to a point of prominence. 
institutions, wa radically affected. 
However, the seductive lure of the new inwardne 
and parochialism was repeatedl blunted by two al a-
tory elements - ew Testament theology and con-
science. How could our faith communitie ignore the 
clear ew Testament message that Chri t ha broken 
down wall of hostility and that in Him there i neither 
Jew nor Greek, slave nor free, male nor female? They 
couldn't. Racism, classism, ethnicity, clanishne , the 
old powers, had to be broken. The new reality must be 
honored-a church rooted in Christ. That's where the-
ology is rubbing conscience, and conscience is rising to 
the challenge. 
Towards Union in Good Conscience 
Cynics and critics may suspect less altruistic motives 
animating these churches in their movement toward 
unification, but, while frankly granting the thesis that 
no human motive or organization is ever free of sin, I 
am of the persuasion that these bodies have acted and 
are acting out of good conscience and the best of theo-
logical insights. The choice of each is to be with those 
who say "let's try" rather than to sit steif und stumm with 
those who say "let's find reasons and rationalizations 
why we shouldn't." 
II. It is a matter of clarifying an evangelical Lutheran 
hermeneutic. 
One of the battle areas in Lutheranism for the last 
fifty years has been in the realm of hermeneutics. It was 
during the inter-Lutheran controversies of the late 
1920s and the formation of the old American Lutheran 
Church in the early 1930s that the hermeneutical factor 
rose to a position of prominence and became something 
of a cause celebre. Lutherans had struggled for decades 
in the tension between old world confessional restraints 
and the new world call for an American Lutheranism. 
With respect to Scripture, the word "inerrant," not com-
mon to the constitutions of this time, or prior times, be-
came a shibboleth. Leaders either didn't realize the im-
plications of its inclusion, or over-reacted to the "threat 
of liberalism." Some, of course, felt its inclusion was a 
matter of propriety. 
But note: resistance to the "inerrant" inclusion did 
not come• from theological neophytes or some "liberal 
wing." People like Julius Bodensieck and Michael Reu, 
internationally respected theologians from the former 
American Lutheran Church, could never be defined as 
theological neophyte or liberals. What these men 
fought against was an incipient thrust toward biblio-
latry, and bibliolatry s proximity to idolatry. They 
fought for a hermeneutic which posited its authority in 
God-not simply in a doctrine of inerrancy, much le s 
6 
in an infallibl bur h. 
bri f xpo ition i in rd r: th ri<rinal onf -
ional paragraph for th n w n ·tituti n f th pro-
po ed neri an Luth ran bur h app ar d in 1924. 
But an appendix \ a add d in 1 26 whi h c ntain d a 
'for ign elem nt. Rcu mm nt don it thi · wa a few 
ear later: 
.. after a~recing to the ·xccllcnt paragraph whi h wa · adopted 
jearlier J . . an appendix wa added lo the confessional paragraph 
which maintain the incrrancy of lloly .' ripture · ... and reintro-
du ce that foreign clement which . contrar~· to the original resolutions 
of l 92cl. wa first injected into the negotiation. in the spring of 1926 . 
Reu 's classic respon e to this action deserves an air-
ing. It opens with thi di claimer: 
I am not opposed to this appendix because I am a modernist . 
have never ... championed the cau e of modern-positive theology. 
Why then do I militate against the appendix ... ? Solely in the inter-
est of the truth: for truth should be more important than every-
thing else. certainly more important than church-political consid-
erations. 
... wh~· can . . inerrancy not be made a part of the constitution . 
and thus declared to be an article of faith? Because. as I am con-
vinced. Holy Scriptures alone can make a nd declare articles of 
faith . Holy Scriptures. however. nowh ere declares itself to be in-
errant : and it is a dangerous thing to make articles of faith out of 
man-made opinions and theories and to bind them on the con-
science of every believer. 
(Reu MSS 1±200. Archives. The ALC) 
Traditionally, as Reu indicates, Lutherans inter-
preted Scripture by Scripture. They also had the inci-
sive statement of Luther himself to guide them: "Here 
[in the Scriptures] you will find the swaddling cloths 
and the manger in which Christ lies." There is no abso-
lutizing of the Bible-it is the cradle. 
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Even as Christ is mediated through bread and wine, so the Word of God which comes through 
Scripture is a mediated Word, incarnated in Christ, but subject to human representation. 
G orge Forell call · attention to the subsequent error 
of Lutherans doing with Scripture what they had chided 
Roman atholics for doing with the Sacrament. Just as 
Chri t is mediat d through bread and wine, which re-
main bread and wine and do not change in substance 
(transubstantiation) ·o the Word of God which comes 
through cripture is a mediated Word, incarnated in 
Christ, but subject to human description and represen-
tation. 
A Biblical and Confessional People 
Lutherans remain a biblical, confessional people. We 
take Bible and Confessions with consummate serious-
ness, but we do not absolutize them. We neither wish to 
bow to the fundamentalists' "inerrancy calf" nor put 
ourselves in an isolation ward for theological paranoids, 
fearing the utterances of every investigative discipline. 
Our security is not in an idol or in a theologically asep-
tic cubicle. It is in the Lord God and his Christ, and in 
an inspired Scripture which continues to be authority 
for faith and life-our historic point of reference. But 
we will interpret it as evangelicals, and not as those 
who, in Reu's words, "make articles of faith out of man-
made opinions and theories and ... bind them on the 
conscience of every believer." 
III. It is a matter of enhancing the Lutheran witness. 
Lutherans must ask "what kind of witness are we mak-
ing?" They aren't the only ones responding to God's 
grace and God's Christ, but it is beyond dispute that 
every Christian, and every church bearing Christ's 
name, is communicating something to the wider com-
munity. 
Initially there is much to repent of in those unlovely 
internecine struggles between Lutherans so character-
istic of the past. This was the Lutheran "video" to the 
world. And the world has turned off our "audio." The 
peculiar practice of one Lutheran group establishing a 
mission in a new area only to be challenged by another 
Lutheran group establishing another mission in the 
same area has been patently counter-productive. Scars 
of such struggles are most apparent in the churches in-
volved, but the effects are not limited and pervade other 
segments of the community. 
Pastors who diligently seek to attract the unbelieving 
and the unchurched know how devastating it is to sit in 
the presence of uncommitted neighbors aware of 'our 
witness," and be asked, 
- why are there two (or three) Lutheran churches in 
our neighborhood? 
- what is the difference ? 
- why do you not cooperate with the other Lutheran 
churche ? 
March, 1983 
- why can't Lutherans commune in all Lutheran 
churches? 
They sense our points of failure and "finger" them ac-
cordingly. We may not have communicated what we 
wanted, but we have communicated. Before these latent 
Christians, whose capacity for love and encompassing 
grace is often greater than ours, we can only bow our 
heads in shame. 
I am jealous for the Lutheran tradition. If God can be 
"jealous for old Israel 's sake," I can be jealous for the 
new Israel's sake-at least that facet iabeled Lutheran. 
The determination of two-thirds of America's Luther-
ans to be together and live together in the same struc-
ture can surely help to enhance our witness. We look 
forward to a time and to a leadership which will make 
the witness total. 
IV. It is a matter of Lutherans fulfilling a bridge role with 
other denominations and a prophetic role in society. 
The growing exhilaration which accompanies com-
mitment to the emerging church is traceable to signifi-
cant factors : 
- we believe we are acting consi tently with the in-
tentions of the Lord of the Church. 
- each participating body is risking its present life 
on a future commitment. 
- we and our new partners will be haring mission 
outreach with renewed zeal and intentionality. 
- history is allowing us to fulfill a special role among 
the denominations and in society. 
However, each of these also carrie in it th seeds of 
concern and anxiety. We are under no illu ion that 
every preparatory step, every deci ·ion, every move 
will be easy and devoid of pain. 
Let me comment most explicitly on how thi challenge 
to accept a unique role begets interest direction, and 
vitality. We know that within Chri tian church life we 
are under-challenged more than we ar over-chal-
lenged. Our level of expectation i ·, characteri ·tically, 
too low. It is when we are chall ng d to b mor than 
we think we are that web gin t be a · much a we an be. 
There is no messianic as ·umption in this but th r' is 
a recognition that faith and hi tory hav brought u · to 
a kairos moment, a mom nt of sp ial opportunity. B -
tween now and our entry into th • tw ~nty-fir t 
this church can aff ct the lif, of rth Am ri 
Lutheran church was a key bridge I m nt . panning 
g ography nati nality and id ol gy. It wa. , during 
and aft r th war, a r lati nal and h aling f r . Sub-
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The church must not be coopted by the political tides of warmongering, injustice, and civil 
religion. It must go against the flow of ecclesiastical quietism, self concern, and isolation. 
sequently a large numb r of Lutheran w r confined 
behind the Iron urtain and larcrer numb r continued 
to mo e without re triction in the Fre \\orld, it wa 
the church, on e again that repre ntcd th trong t 
bridge between East and \ t. 
"bridge role" in orth America i ·om what dif-
ferent. In thi setting, our function i other than being 
the connecting link between politically ho tile govern-
ments through which members of the same denomina-
tion communicate. We can be an in trum nt for bring-
ing denominationally e tranged brother and i ter 
together. \ e have a special relation hip with Roman 
Catholicism being products of that tradition. Dialogs 
ince World War II have created a new climate, reduced 
tension, and made recognition and acceptance a reality. 
The sacramental character and the evangelical sub-
stance of both churches make this spanning fea ·ible. 
We also "bridge" to tho e in the Anglican and Re-
formed traditions. An interim eucharistic sharing has 
been de igned with the former-the latter hope for 
similar commitments. Of course there is tension when 
we move out of denominational isolation and venture 
into the realm of ecumenical possibilitie . There is 
alway confessional identity and its particularities which 
must be considered. Dialogs mean that correctives 
occur in both direction - but when our people say 'we 
believe in the holy, catholic church " they know that 
isolation, however comfortable and elf-affirming, must 
be uperseded by exposure. 
Disavowing Messianic Pretensions 
ome concluding comment are necessary regarding 
"a prophetic role in ociety." Again, let me di avow any 
me ianic pretension. This church is not called on to 
save the world; it i called to be a faithful witne s. In 
word and deed it mu t communicate what it perceives 
to be the will of God. Thi i it proph tic role. 
There i a hi tory of quieti m to be overcome. Our 
"agapic act "have been larg ly remedial and individual 
-we have been too pa ive, too impli tic, in identify-
ing one of the kingdoms with political tructure and 
the other with churchly tructure . ncritically we have 
al lowed tho e of Machia ellian pirit to do their thing 
under the a umption 'God ha ordained it." °' the 
is ue of pe·ace and ju tice to u e ju t on illu tration i 
of uch proportion and moment that we annot sub-
mi sivel retr at and 'hope for the be t." Thi church 
mu t not b coopted b th political tid s of , armono- r-
ing, inju tice and ci il r ligion. It mu t go again t th 
flow of eccle ia tical quicti m elf con ern, and i ola-
tion. 
If all of this bring a quantum of Luth ran orthodoxy 
into review illuminate it fr hi with li bibli al and 
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th ol gi al in ·ig-ht- c b it. \\'c hav' no l ._ ir t share 
th lot f tho:c of whom it i . aid "th '\' hav all of Lu-
th rani m- · cpt hri . tianity." And c J this there is 
no doubt-our pla <' i. on the •a, not on the shore. 
What I Know 
•• •• 
(they a ·kcd him what di l h know and 
h told them - e11eca tribal 011g) 
I knO\ how 
to o k marrow bone soup 
bake brown bread 
call my family and friend: 
and open the wi nc 
(They, the babes 
I, still the full breast at forty) 
Before thi 
the fir t important thing I knew 
was how to touch a boy, 
make hi · skin rear from the bone 
we built a home: 
it grew from a bed 
from the feathers and quills 
the springs 
th cry 




I'll be old 
feel the breast flat against the rib 
lie alone in my plot 
I know that I'd like omeone 
to plant 
corn above my bon 
and that next Spring 
after the rain 
I'd like the kernels to prout 
and tand in rows 
lik 
pagan nipple in th un. 
Pat James 
The res et 
Catholics and Lutherans in America 
While both Catholics and Lutherans in America have 
recently become more historically and ecumenically 
consciou , aware of their involvement with the larger 
society and with one another, they still tend to see their 
historical experience in this country as unique and 
essentially self-contained. Even when Catholicism and 
Lutheranism have been studied outside denominational 
frameworks and located within the greater context of 
religion and American history, as in Sydney Ahlstrom's 
A Religious History of the American People, they remain 
in segregated compartments. Chapters on Lutherans 
and Catholics follow one another in Ahlstrom's history, 
but there is little effort to derive either specific insights 
or general interpretations from a close comparative 
analysis of the two groups' respective historical expe-
riences. 
Yet even an elementary consideration of those his-
tories suggests that the basis for such a comparison exists, 
and that it can yield valuable insights into both Ameri-
can religion and American society. The comparative 
approach can raise fresh questions about old material 
as well as suggest new lines of inquiry. At the very least 
it can stimulate intellectual juices and move Catholic 
and Lutheran history further out of denominational 
and institutional frameworks and into the broader con-
text of American history. 
Given the present state of knowledge, it would be 
premature to make definitive comparative assertions 
about such large and complex subjects. One can only 
suggest some broad categories for making such a com-
parison, point out the large fault lines of comparative 
interpretation, and ask questions. I would propose six 
major categories for conducting a comprehensive com-
parison of American Catholicism and American Lu-
theranism : immigration, identity and experience, insti-
tutions, attitudes and values, intellectual life, and re-
ligion. The following discussion focuses primarily on 
the first four categories, without minimizing the im-
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A Comparative Perspective 
Mel Piehl 
portance or even the centrality of the last two. 
Why compare Catholicism and Lutheranism? The 
most obvious answer provides the first category for 
comparison: because of their similar historical expe-
riences as immigrant religions in America. In one of the 
few explicitly comparative statements by an earlier 
scholar, the pioneer American religious historian Wil-
liam Warren Sweet wrote that "both Catholics and Lu-
therans were to a large degree direct European trans-
plantations, and neither was modified in any marked 
degree by frontier influence." Apart from his provoca-
tive classification of Catholicism and Lutheranism as 
exceptions to his frontier thesis about American reli-
gion, Sweet's statement was an early formulation of the 
central analytical perspective that will inform any hi -
torical comparison of Catholics and Lutherans in this 
country. It is the broad similarity of Catholici m and 
Lutheranism as the two largest immigrant American 
religions that makes them commensurate in the fir t 
place, and it is the specific differences and sim ilarities 
within that generic identity that make the comparison 
interesting. 
Two Primarily Immigrant Faiths 
That Catholicism and Lutherani m have been pri-
marily immigrant faiths, and that thi fact ha hap d 
nearly every aspect of their historical experi n e in 
America, hardly need demon tration. Both had a tiny 
presence in colqnial America that took on sym bolic 
importance for later Catholic and Lutheran . But the 
two religions really entered into Ameri an lif as part 
of the vast immigration from Europ to th nited 
States that occurred in th centur from 1 2 to l 925. 
The boat · that brought those million of European to 
these shores also brought two faith: whos' hi ·t ric xi -
tence had been notably diff r nt fr m that f th land 
that received them. And ju t as th immigrants b gan 
the complex proc s f adju tment to the n · ir um-
stances of Ameri an lif a: oon a they got ff th b at 
·o Catholicism and Luth rani ·m b gan an equal! om-
plex pro of adaptation to th n l nvir nm nt f 
the ew World. 
Chri tianity may b a univ rsal r ligi 
ci m and Luth rani m alike had a · um cl r tr ng 
eccle ia ti al cultural thni , ial and vcn p liti al 
and onomic form · during th ir l ng Eur p ~an r · 1-
.9 
Both Catholics and Lutherans were sure that the core of faith was not affected by their migration 
to America, but each found that many dimensions of church life had to be adapted to a New World. 
dence. The immigrant experience for ed on b th a 
tran formation and recon truction of all tho e el m nt . 
Both Catholic and Lutheran were ur that th cor 
of faith wa not affected by th ir migration-God wa 
the same on both ide of the tlantic-but both found 
that many dimension of religiou life had to be adapted 
to a ew World already shaped by two centuries of 
Anglo-Saxon Protestant settlement. 
A key to comparing Catholicism and Lutherani m a 
immigrant religions, then may be Philip Gleason' 
description of American Catholici mas an 'institutional 
immigrant," whose historical experience has been sig-
nificantly defined by the dual need to adapt to Ameri-
can ways while upholding traditions and belief derived 
from the past. The same certainly applies to Lutheran-
ism. Whether described as a persistent tension or con-
flict, or as an historical process of transition from one 
condition to another, the history of immigrant Cathol-
icism and Lutheranism exhibits so many imilarities in 
this regard that they seem, on one level at least, almost 
indistinguishable. Wherever one looks at the effects of 
immigration-at the migration itself, its ethnic conse-
quences, assimilation, and continuing European influ-
ences -one sees the same social processes at work. 
The dramatic process of migration itself obviously 
shaped American Catholics and Lutherans. During the 
century of immigration and for years afterward, both 
Catholicism and Lutheranism were forced to devote 
nearly all their energy and resources to ministering to 
their immigrant constituencies. Since this population 
formed the very basis for the religion's survival and 
growth in America, and since the task of receiving the 
immigrants was disruptive and always outran religious 
resources, Catholicism and Lutheranism alike were 
heavily preoccupied with "internal" activitie and 
concern . 
Simply being an immigrant religion was difficult 
enough. But both American Catholicism and Lutheran-
ism were ethnic conglomerate , made up of numerous 
national group from different parts of Europe. While 
profe sing a common faith, these peoples were often so 
diverse in language, social tructures, cultural values, 
and religious practice that one almost wonders whether 
"Catholic" or "Lutheran" were much more than general 
tags in the early stages of immigration. The generic 
label might say Bean ," but inside the can were navies, 
limas, trings, kidneys, and pinto , o it wa hard to say 
what they had in common. 
Both Catholic and Lutheran hi tory, th n con i t to a 
large degree of "multiple ethnic history," and compari-
son entails looking at the mixing of the e two cliff rent 
immigrant stews. The Lutheran historian who tray 
into Catholici m discover a picy blend of lri h Ger-
man , Pole , Italian , Slovak Croatian , Hi panic of 
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Simmering in Different Melting Pots 
While the ethnic ingr di nt w r undoubtedly 
simmered in quite cliff r nt religiou m lting pot , any-
one eeking compari on will in tantl recognize the 
familiar i ues urrounding pr ervation of linguistic 
cultural, and religiou tradition the intergroup rival-
rie for influence in the church and the impact of ethnic 
factors on the peoples ocial and religiou live a well 
as their relations with the larger society. By xamining 
these phenomena in comparative detail, on can learn 
which were general re ults of immigration, which be-
longed to particular ethnic traditions, and which can be 
attributed to religion. For example, the historic German 
Catholic conflict with Irish-dominated American Ca-
tholicism seems roughly comparable to the general 
Scandinavian mistrust of German-directed Lutheranism 
in this country. Similarly, the mutual uspicions among 
the various Scandinavian Lutheran groups re emble the 
rivalries among the many kinds of Slavic Catholics. 
Especially interesting for comparison are those ethnic 
groups that are religiously divided between Catholics 
and Lutherans, such as the German and the Slovaks, 
because with ethnicity held constant, so to speak, one 
can discern more directly the particular influence of 
religion on group life. 
One significant difference in the immigration exper-
ience is that almost all Lutherans belonged to the so-
called "old immigration" from northern and western 
Europe, while Catholics were more evenly divided be-
tween old immigrants and the "new immigrants" from 
southern and eastern Europe. Moreover, while Luther-
an immigration largely ended with the Immigration 
Re triction Acts of 1924, Catholicism has continued to 
be affected throughout the twentieth century by sub-
stantial influxe from Latin America and Quebec. Sim-
ilarly, the religious and well as the ocial history of the 
two group wa obviou ly hap d by the fact that the 
majority of Lutheran immigrant initially took up farm-
ing, while almo t all Catholic came directly to citie . 
Even a new immigrant continued to arri e, Cathol-
ici m and Lutherani m were a imilating to American 
life. For both Catholic and Lutheran thi wa an x-
trem 1 compl and difficult proc requiring man 
The Cresset 
For all their similarities, Catholics and Lutherans differ strongly in one point: Lutherans, 
however peculiar in the American environment, were Protestants, while Catholics were not. 
contro r ial d i:i ns ab ut what was central and what 
wa · p riph ral in ultur , morals, and religion. By 
comparing th wa thi · tran ·ition wa made in the two 
traditi n (and rn " ould ay it is not over), we can 
ob ·erve th int ra ti n fr 1 igion and American society 
o r l ng p ri d ·, a w II a gain n w per pectives on 
imp rtant incident · in th hi tory of each group. For 
exarnpl the gr at Arnericani rn" crisis in late nine-
teenth-century Catholici ·rn which ended in a series of 
papal en clicals condemning certain tendencies in the 
American Church, bear· a trong resemblance to the 
ficr inter-Luth ran war of th mid-nineteenth cen-
tury over Samuel chrnuckcr's supposed "Americaniz-
ing' of th ug burg Confe ion. Similarly, it seems 
that World War I wa a great watershed in the American-
ization of both group . That war greatly speeded the 
assimilation process, especially in regard to language, 
and brought into existence many institutionalized 
mean · of relating to the larger culture such as the Na-
tional Catholic Welfare Conference and the National 
Lutheran Council. 
Religion also aff cted the differential patterns of indi-
vidual and group as imilation by Catholics and Luther-
ans in parishes, neighborhoods, workplaces, politics, 
family life, and so on. To take just one example of many 
that could be adduced in this area, the omewhat dif-
ferent but parallel policies and practices that Catholics 
and Lutherans used to guard against intermarriage pro-
vide an interesting study in the religious impact on 
Americanization. While Catholics relied heavily on 
formal devices such as the written pledge to raise the 
children of mixed marriages as Catholic, Lutherans 
usually depended on a combination of religious warn-
ings about the dangers of intermarriage and social ar-
rangements calculated to make sure that eligible young 
Lutheran would find ample opportunitie for court-
ing within church circles. 
Recent historian of American Catholicism have 
stres ed that its status as an immigrant religion was 
important not only at the time of immigration but 
throughout the Church' hi tory, especially becau e the 
immigrant background fo tered continuing close rela-
tions with European Catholicism. For many immigrant 
groups these tie wer ethnic and cultural, but there 
were important r ligious and theological conn ctions 
a · well. Compari on with Lutheranism shed · light on 
thi f ature of American Catholic life, for Lutheran 
too, maintained strong tie with their mother- or father-
land · (in the ca e of German the land of Luther) that 
affected their history in nerica in many " a e.g., in 
th ological education. ome feature of thi Europ an 
onnection w re p culiar to each group, uch a th 
uniqu tatu of th papacy for Catholic , or the ·p cial 
ffect of the two anti-German \ orld \ ar on G rman 
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Lutherans. But the basic fact of enduring bond across 
the Atlantic to non-British lands marks Catholicism and 
Lutheranism as alike in their difference from most of 
American religion. 
Differing Places Within the Culture 
While the comparison of Lutheranism and Cathol-
icism as immigrant religions tends to highlight the sim-
ilarities in their history, comparison of their ocial 
identity and experience in America points toward some 
fundamental differences. While both group have gen-
erally asserted their distinctive religiou identity and 
distinguished themselves theologically and eccle iastic-
ally from standard American evangelical denomina-
tions, their actual status within American culture has 
been quite different. Lutherans often held therns lv 
somewhat apart from the surrounding society and they 
occasionally experienced prejudice becau of their 
ethnicity, especially in th brief but vehement pers cu-
tion of Germans during World War I. But on ordinary 
matters they generally enjoyed cordial relation with 
their non-Lutheran neighbor , and their r ligion wa 
treated with respect or, more oft n, indifferenc by 
American culture as a whole. Roman atholici m, on 
the other hand, was always sharply s parated from th 
Protestant main trearn of America. It xp ri nc d a ut 
self-consciousness and difficulty in defining it r ligiou 
and ocial relation with that cultur , and wa ubj t 
to persi tent ·u picion, ho tility, and om tim out-
right di ·crimination and violence from non- atholi ·. 
Much of this corn down t ayin that Luth ran , 
ngr 
rati n or tw lat r Luth ran b 
r •ligi u land ap •. 
. r-
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The experience of prejudice tended to add a note of militant defensiveness to American Catholic 
religiosity, but as ohen occurs, it also strengthened and solidified the group's identity. 
E n after th great immifrration g t und r way, the 
status of Luthcrani ·m in 11cn a wa ft n t •nu u ·. 
hur h leader had t pur u delib rat trat gi · to 
•stabli ·h and u tain Lutheran id ntity am ng th ir 
fl k ·. Whil the moderating the logi al inn vation · 
of amucl chmucker and the mi- ectarian i · lation-
i m of the Mi · ·ouri ynod' C.F.W. Walth r ar oft n 
· en a oppo ·ing tendenci · in nin teenth-ccntury 
Lutherani ·m both may al ·o be und r tood a · imilar 
creative attempt to recon truct Lutherani m . o that it 
might survive in the alien American etting. And c.i the 
various ethnic prop of Lutheran identit have r -
ceded in the twentieth century Lutheran have con-
tinued an intense quest to define and expre s their di -
tinctive religiou identity in America. The p rvasive 
twentieth-century theological di pute between o-called 
Old Lutherani ·m and neo-Lutherani m can be viewed, 
at least in part, a a struggle over different way of un-
derstanding the religiou distinctivenes that Lutherans 
like to assert but find difficult to establish in this culture. 
Surviving in a Protestant Culture 
For Catholici m, the question has never been how to 
define a distinct religious identity, but rather how to 
preserve an obviously different religious worldview in 
an American culture that was overwhelmingly Protes-
tant in both its religious and non-religious dimensions. 
From the time of the founding of the Maryland colony 
as a haven for persecuted Catholics until very recently, 
no one doubted that Catholics were a distinct, alien re-
ligiou minority in America. Some early Catholics un-
derplayed certain features of their faith, and the great 
Americanists of the late nineteenth century like Bishop 
John Ireland, I aac Hecker, and the Pauli t fathers 
loudly proclaimed the compatibility of Catholicism and 
American culture. Yet they did so not out of a need to 
define or trengthen a unique Catholic heritage, but 
precisely because Catholici m tood out as o tarkly 
different on the American scene. 
Because Catholics were p rceived a an alien threat 
in the righteous empire, they found it nece ary to 
develop deliberate trate ies to a sure other · -and 
perhaps th mselves-that they were really a legitimate 
pre ence in American life. For much of American hi -
tor these . effort achieved only uncertain ucces a 
periodic wave of anti-Catholic bigotry bur t across a 
nation that prided itself on it· democratic tol ration. 
For mo t of their hi tory, Catholic had to pay a p ycho-
logical and social co t for their religiou belief . The 
experi nee of prejudice often added a kind of militant 
def nsivene to American Catholic religio it but a 
often occur , it also tr ngthened and olidified the 
groups identity. 
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' in \ ati an II an l th 
di :-
of wre tling with id ntit , p ·t- ati an II 
atholici m ha · n f th harp id l gi al 
la he and quiet bl nding with th' ultur that hav 
long b en t pica! of Lutherani m. 
\\'hate er their futur on qu n e th pa ·t differ-
ence of identity and xp ri n"e ha e l "arl y aff cted 
the e two immigrant religion approache to politic 
culture, and ocial r lation with non-Catholics. For 
in tance r cent hi torian ha e di ov red a trong re-
ligious ba is for politic in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth century, and have generally linked Catholics 
and Lutherans-along with Epi copalian -as having 
a 'ritualist' outlook on politic a di tinguished from 
the evangelical approach of tho e in the mainline Prot-
estant denominations. This interpretation has been crit-
icized a overly simple, but it doe convincingly point 
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While non-Catholics might be impressed by the apparent unity of the Church-the Friday obligation, 
for example-American Catholicism was always more fragmented than outsiders imagined it to be. 
ut that r li i n ft n pr id a worldview that can 
aff t p liti al affair · a mu h a p r onal alvation. 
In th f atholic and Lutherans, re-
und r tandin f p liti al life found significant 
r inf r m nt. Th atholic tendency to ee 
politi a part f th n ces arily integral and public 
chara t r f r ligion " a bolstered by the need for pro-
moting group int r "t in a ho til polity. Hence almo t 
all immi rant atholic held trongly to a ingle party-
the D mo rat -and achieved ignificant social gains 
through p liti if not at first at the national level, then 
at lea ·t at th more immediat ly important level of city 
and tat . imilarl , the general Lutheran devaluation 
of politic a part of' the other kingdom" was reinforced 
becau Luth ran had few pr s ing group intere ts 
to defend and thu had a le er take in unified political 
action. During th nineteenth century Lutherans were 
divided between the taunchly Democratic Missouri 
Synod and non-Mi ouri Republicans. But even after 
Missouri joined the re t to make Lutherans overwhelm-
ingly sympathetic to the G.O.P., Lutheranism had very 
little impact on American public life either in terms of 
public policy or in numbers of office holders propor-
tionate to population. 
Disparities in Population Size 
As a corollary of the identity factor, I would also note 
here the significant disparity in the size of the Catholic 
and Lutheran populations. At the end of the colonial 
era Lutherans slightly outnumbered Catholics-rough-
ly 40,000 to 25,000-but since the era of immigration 
Catholicism has been much the larger. From the late 
nineteenth century to the present, the ratio has re-
mained con tant at roughly 5 :l or 6 :l; today there are 
about fifty million Catholics and something over eight 
million Lutherans. Obviously this difference in scale 
has contributed to the much greater Catholic identity 
and influence in American life. But how far the factor 
of size alone might explain particular differences re-
mains a question. 
A consideration of institutions forms a large chapter 
in any comprehensive comparison of Catholicism and 
Lutheranism. Les will be said about it here than it 
importance de erves because the approach to compari-
son of parallel in titution i fairly straightforward. 
Valuable compari on can be made of church organiza-
tion and leadership parish life the role of the laity, 
home and foreign mi ion , publi hin ocial welfare, 
medical and healing in titution the clergy journali m 
and publicity, and all th ar a of education: primary, 
econdar high r, and eminary education. Jame · 
Alber ' recent compari on of Lutheran and Roman 
Catholic fraternal in uran e o ietie i a mod 1 for uch 
arch, 19 
work, and his conclusion-that Lutherans and Catholics 
developed their institutions in ways that conformed to 
their distinctive religious views and organization-may 
suggest the basis for interpreting institutional develop-
ments generally. 
As the case of fraternal insurance societies suggests, 
institutional comparison is most valuable in areas where 
Catholics and Lutheran have departed from general 
American practices. The most obvious example i the 
parochial school system of the Lutheran Church-Mi -
souri Synod which was, until recently ; the only signifi-
cant counterpart in America to the Catholic parochial 
system. There is a significant literature on each sy tern, 
but little attempt to view them in tandem. By examining 
how these chools functioned and what their effect 
have been, we can see which feature of thi · kind of edu-
cation derived from religious tradition, and which re-
flected the general imperatives of maintaining parochial 
education in a nation that ha long given high value to 
public education in the common chools. 
In the narrower area of church life, a focus for in "ti-
tutional comparison is the fact that Catholic history i · 
circumscribed by a single ecclesiastical entity th Ro-
man Catholic Church, whil mo t of Lutheran history 
has been characterized by extrem ecclesia ti al frag-
mentation among ethnically and doctrinally divided 
Lutheran bodies. Thus, it would be t mpting to writ a 
comparative church hi. tory in which Catholici m wa , 
shaped by the struggle to maintain unity within the 
single Church, while Lutherani m struggl d to bring 
some kind of unity and order out of eming in titu-
tional chaos. This kind of Lutheran hi tory would asily 
lend itself to a kind of Whiggi h progre , ·ivism, a more 
and more Lutheran arc brought tog th r in f w r and 
fewer church bodie , leading up to th con lidation of 
American Lutherans into two main ntiti · by 19 
Certainly thi difference in institutional d v lopm nt 
ha ome important eff ct on th r p ctiv hist ri s 
of Catholicism and Luth rani m. t it · a tual 
quences for th life of the gr up sh uld n t b 
exaggerated. Recent ath hi ·t rians ha dis-
covered that while atholi unit wa ry imp rtant 
as a theological claim and · i I gi al g al, th r was a 
tremendous vari ty of r gional , thni , and r ligi u · 
forces within Am ri an ath Ii i m, and th • hi rar h 
carried on a con tant ·truggl t ut f 
ver-thr at ning chao ·. Ind cl ' thr' 
Plenary uncil f th nin t nth ind -
pendenc of lo al 
until th 
The predominantly rural/ small town character of American Lutheranism during its formative years 
probably caused it to hold longer and less ambiguously than Catholicism to traditional values. 
wa onl one chi m-th breaka\ a Poli h ational 
Catholic Church formed in 1907-but formal unit , \ a 
often maintained onl at the pri e of ignificant in ti-
tutional conce ion to th diver local force in the 
Church. 
On the other ide, ome Lutheran hi torian ha e 
equally stre sed that beneath the bewildering variet of 
Lutheran church bodies there wa a con iderably great-
er unity of doctrine and practice than might at fir t 
appear. From a fairly early date perceptiv Lutheran 
leaders recognized that time and good will would even-
tually bring greater institutional unity among the 
Churches of the Augsburg Confession, and they worked 
toward that goal. The convoluted path by which Lu-
therans arrived at their present ecclesiastical condition 
is of interest to the specialist and connoisseur of church 
politics. But the more interesting comparative question 
is what difference it made for their larger histories in 
America that Lutherans had to struggle to bring many 
quarreling little groups together, while Catholics strug-
gled to keep one big quarreling group from falling 
apart. Obviously the relative theological importance the 
two traditions attach to ecclesiastical unity is important 
in this regard, as are such practical factors as hierarch-
ical control of church property (the norm in Catholicism 
after the 1830s, but typical of only some Lutheran 
bodie ) and the changing position of the layman. 
Attitudes, Values, and Behavior 
From the tangible historical development of institu-
tions, it i difficult to move to the ubtle and often in-
visible realm of attitude , values, and general behavior. 
Yet in such areas comparison of religion can be espe-
cially valuable, for it is from the effect of church-related 
values on the mass of adherents, rather than from eccles-
iastical tructure , that the Catholic and Lutheran faiths 
have had their gr atest impact on American history in 
general. Most Catholics and Lutheran had little to do 
with churchly institutions beyond the local parish, but 
they carried religiou ly-derived attitud and ideals 
into the workplac , social groups families, and politics. 
Once again the areas for comparison are plentiful, 
though judgments must be much more t ntative than 
in the case of in titution . One can ee broadly similar 
attitudes t0ward personal moral behavior (such as 
liquor or lodge member hip) changing culture ( uch 
a movie and popular amu ment ), minoriti ( uch 
as Jew and black ) and foreign policy. In making ·uch 
comparison it i important to examine not onl formal 
church teachings or action but al o the numerou path 
by which each Church shaped th values of it people: 
sermons catechi m devotional lit rature confer nc 
and retreat lay organization pari h mi ion , and 
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ul l b 
anti-
azi tance of m 
pre ed in their publicati n, th Lutheran J1 itnes. 
Let me giv two oth r e ampl 1 h attitudinal 
compari on. Jay Dolan ha ugg t d that immigrant 
Catholici m incorporat d man pre-modern value -
or, if you like, pre-capitali t and pre-Cal ini t values-
with regard to ambition, worldly ucce , and ocial 
tatus g nerally. Plung d into an Am rican o iety 
where the e value w re wid 1 celebrat d Catholic 
leaders truggled to creat a viable ocial ethic for their 
largely working-cla con tituency. Catholic preaching 
and education thu came to emphasize both the tradi-
tional virtues of accepting one' status and laboring 
faithfully despite poverty , and an thic that linked labor 
clearly to improvement in one's tatus and the accumu-
lation of wealth-though the latter was to be used for 
the benefit of church and society. Other hi torians have 
shown how Catholic social teaching in both Rome and 
the United States provided strong justification for such 
social and economic activity as mutual aid ocieties and 
labor unions-leading to such important lay move-
ments as the Catholic Worker and the Association of 
Catholic Trade Unionists. 
Lutheranism, too, had an essentially pre-industrial 
social ethic derived from Luther and others in the tra-
dition. The predominantly rural/small town character 
of American Lutheranism during its formative years 
probably caused it to hold longer and less ambiguously 
than Catholicism to more traditional social values. Yet 
conflict over such matter could not entirely be avoided. 
Historian Clifford Nelson has suggested that the social 
transformations that hit Lutherans in thi century often 
came with more shocking impact precisely because they 
had been delayed. Yet even when the somewhat differ-
ent social experiences are taken into account, it is likely 
that Lutheranism's great r theological tendency toward 
ocial quieti m reinforced its g neral lack of engage-
ment with important economic and ocial problems, 
compared with the more vigorous and multifaceted 
ocial engagement of Catholic clergy and laity alike. 
Yet how much eith r Catholic or Lutheran d ri ed 
their ocial outlook from their Churche rather than 
from th ir ocial tatu or from the larger culture e p -
cially in th lat r twentieth c ntury, remain a que tion. 
Another ignificant ar a for compari on of church-
d rived o ial alu 1 th whol du ter of i ue con-
e ming women and e ualit . tud of thi ar a i till 
Th e resset 
Materials for comparative study of the two faiths are sometimes scarce: one can speak plausibly 
of the "Catholic novel" in America, but a discussion of the "Lutheran novel"would be very brief. 
s ne" that ompari on is certainly premature, but 
th r 1 mu h t b 1 arned by considering how the 
atholi and Luth ran churche each affected attitudes 
toward w m n, th family, and exuality. In general, it 
app ar that both Lutherani m and Catholicism have 
lagged b hind American culture at large on most mat-
ter relat d to the tatus of women, adapting to social 
change about a generation after their acceptance in 
the larg r ociety. But how much this derived from re-
ligious conception , and how much from their largely 
immigrant tatu in merican society, remains to be 
determined. Alan Graebner's pioneering study of the 
Mis ouri ynod's evolving attitude toward birth con-
trol -from firm doctrinal opposition to practical ac-
ceptance-points toward possible similarities in the 
evolution of American Catholic attitudes (though there 
would be no Catholic counterpart to what Graebner 
hints- that the practice of birth control by Missouri 
Synod clergymen may have aided in the change of 
Synodical doctrine). 
Comparing Models of Womanhood 
Similar! y, the influence of various religious concep-
tions of women is just beginning to be studied. In com-
paring Catholicism and Lutheranism one might ask how 
the different female models held up in each Church-
say, the Virgin Mary and Katherine Luther-affected 
their outlook and treatment of women. Similarly, it 
appears that despite their inferior status, women in each 
tradition made important efforts to express themselves 
and contribute to the Church. In Catholicism much of 
this impulse was institutionalized in the female religious 
orders, while in Lutheranism it took more diverse forms, 
such as the Deaconess movement, parochial school 
teaching, missionary aid societies, and so on. 
Consideration of attitudes leads naturally to a com-
parison of ideas. The area of thought that suggests itself 
most readily is formal theology. While Catholicism and 
Lutheranism had strong doctrinal differences through 
much of their history in America, there are triking 
parallel in the kinds of theology done in the two groups 
at roughly the same time. The similaritie in purpose 
and tyle of thought between an Isaac Hecker and a 
Samuel Schmucker in the nineteenth century, between 
a Franz Pieper and the Catholic Encyclopedi ts at the 
turn of the century, and between a John Courtne 
Murray and a George Lindbeck in the mid-twentieth 
century uggest that theological development wa · af-
fected not only by internal concern , but by the broad 
hi torical experience of th two faith in the nited 
tate. 
If religion hap idea even out id the theological 
realm narrowl d fined then Catholic and Luth ran 
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thought can be compared in other areas as well: phil-
osophy, social thought, economics, history, even fiction. 
In some of these fields there might be a paucity of ma-
terial on one side or the other. One can speak plausibly 
of the "Catholic novel" in the United States, but a dis-
cussion of the "Lutheran novel" would be very brief. 
But the material for such studies may be more plentiful 
than first appears. Recent Catholic scholars have inter-
estingly examined the effects of Catholicism on the work 
of such lapsed Catholics as F. Scott Fitzgerald and James 
Farrell; there might be similar examinations of such 
lapsed Lutherans as economist Thorstein Veblen, social 
reformer Jacob Riis, and labor leader Walter Reuther. 
Finally, a comparison of Catholicism and Lutheran-
ism must consider religion itself. No substantial com-
parison can be attempted here, but a few general com-
ments on each tradition may indicate the pertinent 
historical issues. 
What has been the religious character of Catholici m 
and Lutheranism in America? In the broadest term 
both were essentially products of the religiou truggles 
of sixteenth-century Europe. The principal form of 
Catholicism that eventually took hold in the nit d 
States was a Counter-Reformation faith, firmly dedi-
cated to the revival and spread of the One True Church. 
(The mall residues of Engli h Catholici m that began 
in the Maryland colony had a quite different character, 
but that form of American Catholici m died out in th 
nineteenth century.) The major religiou train that 
influenced the American Church were variation on a 
theme. French Je uit, Jansenist (by way of th di tinctiv 
piety and priesthood of Ireland) Italian R demptori t, 
French Sulpician, Dominican -all brought th int n ·c 
commitment and piety of th ·ev nteenth and ight nth 
century Catholic revival in Europ t th m ri an 
scene. And as Jay Dolan ha hown in Catholic Revival-
ism, the e religiou force int ractecl with m ri an 
circumstances to produce a tyl of religio it that wa 
at once morali tic inten cly d ti nal , privati ·tic, 
clericalized, and ori nt cl to th 1 al pari h. 
i ·m "a · m r 
ti. ti , but in 
a al o had it ro t in th ·1x-
t wa 
nth 




velop d affinitie for pi ti t mod of thou ht and b 
ha ior. While al o pri ati ti I ri aliz d, and pari h-
oriented Luth ranism wa le morali tic than qui ti -
tic, I inten I devotional than pi ti ticall ob r. 
The e ba ic religiou force haped immi rant a-
tholicism and Lutheranism until the mid-tw nti th 
century and their deep root in popular r ligio it , on-
tinue to iv them str ngth. Behind the ob iou cliff r-
ences of doctrine ecclesiology, and piou practice one 
can d tect many imilaritie in fundamental r ligiou 
attitude in the two tradition . \ ithin uch a frame-
work, one can find interesting parallels in man area 
of religiou life: the role of the clergy, the character of 
pari h, regional, and national church life, popular de-
votion, mission and revival movement approach to 
sacrament and liturgy (there are obvious parallel and 
direct connections between the Catholic and Lutheran 
liturgical movements), charitable activities, and the 
form (if not the content) of the Church teaching that 
were spread to the laity. Since both Catholicism and 
Lutheranism also stood largely outside the American 
evangelical mainstream, one can see similaritie as well 
as differences in the way each tradition reacted to pe-
cific developments within American Protestantism: 
revivalism, voluntarism, the Social Gospel, liberalism, 
fundamentalism, neo-orthodoxy, ecumenism, and so on. 
For example, it appears that fundamentalism had much 
less impact on Catholici m than on Lutheranism-
though some of its style and tactics may have affected 
imilar forms of anti-modernist Catholic rigorism . 
From Differences to Similarities 
Thirty years ago comparison of Catholic and Luther-
an history would likely have focused more on the high-
ly visible religious differences coming from the Refor-
mation that sustained the dogmatic controver ialism of 
another day. Indeed, one might suggest that for many 
year Reformation Lutherani m trengthened its own 
identity by reciting the catalog of alleged Catholic er-
rors. While not ignoring such differences-and espe-
cially the way they loomed so large for earlier gen ra-
tions-we are today likely to di cover how many reli-
gious similarities there in fact were between these two 
important sacramental religiou traditions, and to em-
phasize the Christian faith they have in common more 
than the maller points that divide them. 
As American Catholic and Lutheran have come to 
know one another, they have ometime di covered that 
they share not only thi ba ic religious faith but a re-
markably parallel history. By under tanding that hi -
tory in all its dimensions, a well a by promoting great-
er religiou und r tanding Catholic and Lutheran 
may begin for the first time to ee one another throu h 
clear len e . If comparative tudy of Catholic and Lu-
theran history can aid in that task, a well a contribut 
to the ordinary hi torical goal of rem mbering th truth 
about the pa t it i worth doing. ~= 
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John 9 : 1-41 
Thi b d · rvant t ab gging b 1r I 
r d in mark tpla bu. tl , 
n d to th taunt 
ha turn d t ·ton 
\Vho in nclo d him in th h llm · f hi b n 
h 
Hi nl 
Im I turnin · nm 
a coin, thudding on th r und 
gruel for hi bm I 
leeping traw for 1r h n th il nee fall . 
"Who inned that he ha come to thi :>' 
"Who sinned?" "Who inned?" 
The words buzz but do not ting, 
him who long since topped the dream of eeing. 
The feel of hands upon his face. 
A touch that is not rude bumping. 
A word that is not a taunt: 
" either this man nor his parent sinned." 
A first light, tender like a violet, 
crawls through a hair-breadth chink of stone. 
The voice that says, "Go to the pool, wash 
the mud from your eyes," 
falls like oil 
on long-forgotten wounds. 
Liquid streams from his face, each drop 
a new found spark, 
a flash of light. 
The mud breaks open in a stream of light and water. 
He who was born blind sees. 




He sees his fell ow being 
A whole generation of tones, 
tumbling in the dark, 
blind to the one who s es. 
Ruth El Saffar 
The Cresset 
Fiction and Faith 
hi · pa ·t · m ·t r I asked my Fiction Writing stu-
d nt to de ribe in detail a place they considered home. 
I wa · not interested in dorm rooms, this year's apart-
ment · or even nece arily , their parents' current resi-
d nee . Taking my cue from Floyd Watkins' contention 
that no trong literature can exist unles authors are 
linked do ely with a region , I wanted my students to 
draw their characters and their stories from the places 
that had remained unchanged for them. 
Few had lived in one area all their lives. Several were 
MK' (mi · ionary kid ), two were MB's (military brats), 
and with only a couple of exceptions, the rest had been 
born in one area of the country and raised in several 
other locations. We do live in a transient culture. 
But all of these young people could identify some 
constant in their lives: a grandmother's living room with 
the Cub · game blaring on the radio; an uncle 's farm, the 
site of a string of humiliating hunting trips; a hair-
dressers salon where one girl spent every Saturday 
morning reading True Confessions while her mother was 
washed, set, and teased. Out of these "regions" came 
more than just descriptive or personal experience es-
says. Out of these regions came full-blooded characters. 
Out of the characters came stories - the best I've ·een 
from a class of undergraduates. It was magic. 
That class discovered that the origin of fiction is fact, 
that the e are not antithetical term ·, that they are often 
even synonymous. What are the facts of our live ? More 
than our birthplace and wedding date, certainly. In the 
core of ourselve , in the depths of our per onalitie lies 
a place where heredity and environment have m erged-
and most often we can find a metaphoric expre sion of 
that be-ing in a location or an activity that ha · recurred 
throughout our live . The places that have g iven u · our 
en e of culture, our root dness (howev r rootle · we 
may think we are) provide a tructur for our own indi-
vidual hi tories. We write fiction th am wa we live 
our own life s stor : beginning with the fact , c knm 
Jill Baumgaertner teaches English at Wheaton College. Her 
articles and reviews hai,e appeared in a number of .fournals. 
he is Poetry Editor of The r t and regular~" contribute 
articles on current literature. 
arch, 1 1 
Studying Literature in the Church 
Jill Baumgaertner 
best, we form histories ( tories ) from ourselves as char-
acters. 
Most literature lovers who have taken the time to de-
fine the reasons for their reading- compulsions realize 
that the act of reading is an act of faith. The f!;OO d novels 
create worlds in which words do become flesh. Fiction 
writing i · an incarnational act. Fiction is not a li e. When 
it is good, it is truth. 
Fiction as Frivolous Self-Indulgence 
But we all have known the stuffy individual who 
pushes his glasse · up hi s no ·e and an noun cs that lw 
reads only "non-fi ction ," his tone implying that fiction 
is frivolou , non-serious, and to say the least, self- indul -
g·ent. This deep-seated feeling that fiction docs not con-
tain serious truth is one of the reasons that few chur h 
libraries contain even ·uch classics a: Pi(zrim s Progres 
or The Brothers Karama:wt 1• Fiction , it i. f •It, must be kept 
separate from faith becaus fi tion is not as "n•al" as 
theology. So most church libraries, well-sto kc·cl with 
commentaries, Bible studi · devotional works, self-
help books, and prayer and worship J!,·uicl •s, rar('ly in-
clude g-ood fiction. If th •r • i fiction on the <.;h •If, it is, 
all too often, not qua! it work. It is mually clicla ·tic lit -
era ture with a me sage , hich come · fir'it -abo c• be-
Ii vable charn ter ·, above plausible pl Hs, and abov(' 
artisti expression. Man _ 'hri<.;tian pub! i'ihin~ hou c•<.; 
have been churning out badly writt('n, 'ioap-operatic 
version · of biblica l stori •s. This is th· fiction that church 
library committees tend to order, b •mu c· tlw aclv •rti'i-
ing i · so persuasive. 
Five , car a~o a si -w '•k Sunday morninv, c l..t'i'i in 
R ligion and Literatur 'was started in my ·onv;rc•~ation, 
,.race Lutheran hur h, Riv •r For , t, Illinoi . l ncl •r 
th dir cti n of .J ph olumb >, an int •rn from th' 
ni r it , of hi ago I ivinity . hool. ancl th· Rc•vc•r •n I 
Jam •s Wind, our w ·11-r •ad a 'ii tant } a tor. \\C' 'itudi ·cl 
Elie\ i •I' N(l(ht, th <.;tory of on• man' conh ontation 
, ith ultimat • •v ii in a con ·ntration camp; J >hn O -
born , s pla , , Luth r; athol i nov ·Ii t Graham ;r •c•n •\ 
The Power a11d th , ;ton•: I Iarold Fr ·cl ·ric' '/11e 1 11111w 
tio11 of Thero11 J1 are; and th · ;rand lnqui itor haptC'r 
from Do t 'iky' The Brothers Karama:ot •. B) th · tinw 
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Members of our church book discussion group have just one thing in common: we like to read, 
and we want to integrate our faith life, our intellectual interests, and our creative spirits. 
the ix-week · ion had nd d the participant · w r 
hooked and they rcfu d to giv up th ir habit. \\ ha 
met on a month ev r ·in . 
In the b ginning we cl cided to ace pt a fe, limit : to 
read only cla ic · te tecl b time (u uall no book le 
than ten year old); to be fini hed b 9:30 p.m. · and to 
keep th di cu · ·ion format. \\, e did not want a b ok re-
view club· we wanted a book di cu ion group. And o 
we have vol ed. v\Thile we have a cor of even or ight 
regular. , many other will pop in irregular! for di -
cu ion in which they have a particular inter t, We 
have ho ted a few as ix (alas! for Faulkner) and a · 
many a forty (for our annual summerfest when we have 
a reader' theater and a potluck upper). sually, a dis-
cussion attract fifteen to twenty. 
Paralyzed by Excessive Choice 
Many participants have expressed their gratitude 
for the direction the group has given them. They have 
alway · loved to read, they say, but have been occa ion-
ally awed by the library, where they are paralyzed by the 
variety of choices. 
Part of the beauty of this group lies in its diversity. 
We have had Jewish friends join us for Chaim Potok, 
Catholic friend · for Flannery O'Connor. A couple of 
our regulars ar non-congregational members. We are 
Ph.D's high school educated, young mother , senior 
citizens, lawyer , and doctors (only a few hold theology 
degree ·). \Ve come in wheel chairs, on bicycle , in ta-
tion wagons, straight from th classroom or from homes 
we have not left all day or the office or our children's 
Little League games. We are, in short, different people 
with wide-ranging interests and occupations, from a 
variety of educational backgrounds, but we have one 
thing in common. We like tor ad, and we want to inte-
grate our faith life, our intellectual intere ts and our 
creative pirit ·. We gather to discu s fiction which 
reache deep into our phy ical, mental, and piritual 
natures, challenging us to think and giving us a "good 
read" at the ·ame time. 
\, e have al ·o branch d out and een a few film -
ome of Bergman's, one by Alan Resnai -and I hope 
·oon one by the German director, H rzog. We hav dis-
covered that ju ·t about an thino· we hoo e can chal-
leng u · a Lutheran Chri tian men and women. 
Howard Mumford Jone ha aid that 'ther i no lit r-
ature without a religion. ' \\ have di ov red that fic-
tion i the human condition r tallized focu d made 
concrete and clear. In other word · fiction i not mere 
fanta ·y, fluff, non-e ·sential throw-awa lit rature. 
Good fiction is important eriou · and n c ar . 
t the beginning of thi nture I wa. afraid that , 
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w uldn't b abl t find n t1 !,!;h lit •ratur<' t . u. tain th , 
gToupb , nda upl fy ar . F li hwoman.Foll \1 -
in~ thi · arti l i · a li: t f th ' w rk · v r l air 'ad b 
th gr up. 
What ha 
, hoar not n 
b com awar of th imm n · hunger f r a group to 
help ·ati f the era in?; for lit ratur and t h Ip put 
that literature into th prop r p r p tiv in on ' faith 
lif . 
\, e have di cover d that a hri tian r ad r we have 
the entire world of literatur waiting for u ·. The ques-
tion in good fiction ar th~ ·ame a · tho e in theology: 
Why am I here? What if anything hold thi univ r e 
together? Where is God? Why i He silent? Who 1s 
J esu Christ? 
Ar n t these the only important que tion ·? Thi · is 
what our faith force · u to con ider. It i · also what fic-
tion i about. 
After the El Greco Exhibit 
They were exhilarated with the elegant 
sobriety of Spanish dons: tapering 
hands and elongated heads; 
saints and Mary poised like 
leaping fires of salmon, opaline-
pink, cinnamon, blue-green of 
juniper berries caracoling on 
a rock horizon. At a stop light 
on the parkway, someone glanced 
at a suburban lawn. Flirting with 
the fading light, a goldfinch-
like a rabbit from a silken hat-
rose to the topmost branch 
of a ycamore, flight feathers 
overlapping filament downy 
feath rs air-trapping ong. 
This other gift. 
Sister Maura 
The Cr set 
We have discovered that as Christian readers, we have the entire world of literature open to us. 
The questions in good fiction are the same fundamentally important ones that arise in theology. 
FI TI 
Bun an, .J Im. Pi{E?n·m 's Progress. 
Camu. , Al bcrt. The Plague. 
Cath 'r, \ ilia. Death Comes for the Archbishop. 
Conrad, .J seph. Hearl <f Darkness. 
Detweiler and Meeter, eds. Faith and Fiction: The 
Modem lwrt torv. 
De r i · Peter. The Blood of the Lamb. 
D toe k , F odor. The Brothers Karamazov. 
Dr i ·er Th odore. Sister Carr£e. 
Endo, husaku. S£lence. 
Faul kner, William. As I Lay Dying. 
Fitzgerald, F. cott. The Great Gatsby. 
Frederic, Harold. The Da,nnati'on of Theron Ware. 
Gardner John . The R esurrect£on. 
Greene, Graham. The Power and the Glor_y. 
Hawthorne, athaniel. The Scarlet Letter. 
Selected Stories. 
Hemingway, Ernest. The Old Man and the Sea. 
Selected Stories. 
L'Engle, Madeleine. A Swift{v T£lt£ng Planet. 
L wis, C. S. Perelandra. 
That Hi'deous Strength. 
Out of the Si'lent Planet. 
Macdonald, George. The Gifts of the Child Christ. 
Marquez , Gabriel Garcia. One Hundred Years of 
Solitude. 
Melville, Herman. Bil~v Budd. 
O'Connor, Flannery. The Collected Ston·es. 
Paton, Alan. Too Late the Phalarope. 
Percy, Walker. The Second Coming. 
Potok, Chaim. M_v Name is Asher Lev. 
Powers, J. F. Marte D 'Urban. 
Solshenit yn, Alexander. One Day in the Life of 
Ivan Den£sov£tch. 
Twain, Mark. The M_ysteri'ous Stranger. 
Wangarin, Walter. The Book of the Dun-Cow. 
Warren, Robert Penn. Brother to Dragons. 
All the King's Men. 
Wiesel, Elie. N£ght. 
Williams, Charles. Descent into Hell. 
0 -FICTIO : 
Dillard, Annie. Pilgn·ni at Tinker Creek. 
Franklin , Benjamin. Autobiography. 
Thoreau, Henry. Walden. 
DRAM : 
Allen, Woody. God. 
The Benediktbeuren Ludus de ativitate in Da id 
Bevington' Medieval Drama. 
Miller, Arthur. The Death of a Salesman. 
Osborne, John. Luther. 
Sayers, Dorothy. The Man Bum to be King 
The Second Shepherd's Play. 
FILMS: 
Bergman, Ingmar. The Seventh Seal. 
The Silence. 
Through a Glass Dark~\I. 
Wild Strawbern·es. 
Winter Light. 
Bergman spoof: La Duva. 
Resnais, Alan. Night and Fog. 
Since Our First Cotillion 
You tell me that 
it wasn't enough for you 
and Joe to own crooked field 
and bronze-belled cows 
and a house that creaked, 
that snapped with sun. 
Friends since our first cotillion, 
we need not set words to a slow dance 
but leave it to the wind to go · ip 
up and down each corn row, 
shape a thousand torms that flare 
then fall back upon themselv 
La ·t winter, you wrote me 
how you two broke th pond's i 
so that the stock could drink, 
and how the ·ky gave back 
the bang--tap of your hammers. 
Here, where that ringing, singing stood 
now silence stands: 
angu lar as the urtainl •s. house, 
empty as th silo, 
heavy a · the stone at the spring' mouth. 
I put my arm around you. 
rub your ba k, 
curl my fing rs around , our shoulder, 
up th bon •s in my palm. 
Our p lvi av1t1e · way 
in p rfcct tim 
a w • walk toward the gat •, 
the car, the bridg •. 
• • •• 
Cumming E. E. Santa Claus. 
Eliot T. Murder in the Cathedral. 
Pat James 
chibald. JB. 
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The Rise of 
World Lutheranism 
An American Perspective. By E. Clifford 
Nelson. Philadelphia : Fortress Press. 
421 pp. $24.95. 
American Churches Help 
Shape World Council 
The Role of the Lutheran Churches of 
America in the Formation of the World 
Council of Churches. By Dorris A. Fles-
ner. St. Louis: Lutheran Historical Con-
ference. 330 pp. $7 .50. 
'Ecumenical" and "ecumeni m" 
no long r carry the same charge that 
they did twenty and thirty year 
ago. De pite having become com-
James Al hers is Associate Professor of 
Theology at Valparai o University. He 
eamed his B.A. at Concordia Senior 
College Fort Wayne, and his Th.D. at 
Concordia Seminary, St. Louis. He is 
past President of the Lutheran Histor-
ical Conference and has served for many 
years on its Board of Directors. He zs the 
author of From Cent nnial to Gold n 
Anniver ary: The Hi tor of Valpa-
raiso niver ity from 1959-1975 and 
is currently working on a history of 
Lutherans in orth Amen'ca. 
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Two recent books provide a much enlarged picture of 
Lutheran involvement in the drive for Christian unity. 
m nplac , and in me quart r p-
orifi , th mod rn um 111 al 
mo ment ma till b th mo ·t ig-
nificant d lopm nt in twenti th-
centur Chri tianit . 
The modem cumenical mo -
ment had it beginning in the fa-
mou 1910 \, orld Mi ionary Con-
ference h ld in Edinburgh cotland. 
Bringing together leader of de-
nominational and non-denomina-
tional mi sion agencie for th pur-
pose of sharing experience and 
working out cooperative trategie 
for world evangeli m the Confer-
ence wa in trumental in the e tab-
Ii hment of three agencie which 
have symbolized the dominant con-
cerns of the modern ecumenical 
movement. From it came the Inter-
national Mis ionary Council; the 
Life and Work Movement (1925 ), 
which focused on the social rele-
vance of the Christian mes age; and 
the Faith and Order Movement 
(1927), which emphasized the que t 
for theological and ecclesiastical 
unity. The latter two organizations 
merged to form the World Council 
of Churches (WCC) in 1948. 
Two recently published books 
provide a welcome and much en-
larged picture of Lutheran involve-
ment in the drive for Christian 
unity during the first half of the 
twentieth century. 
The Nelson volume is testimony 
to the fact that one should not only 
avoid judging a book by its cover, 
but one hould also not conclude too 
much on the basi of the title. The 
cover of the book is strikingly sim-
ilar to the new Lutheran Worship and 
the title The Rise of World Lutheran-
ism could mi lead potential reader· 
into thinking that thi i the much 
need d hi tory of Lutheranism ince 
the Reformation. What elson 
r all ha pro id d i a v r read-
abl and carefully re earched chron-
icle of th event leading up to the 
formation of the Lutheran \, orld 
F d ration (U F). Aft r an intro-
ductory chapt r which d crib th 
th b 






c ntu Luth rani m in u-
r p e i ted almo t clu i l m 
the form of ·tat church a ituation 
which t nd d to minimiz contact 
both , ith other Lutheran and with 
other hri tian . Around 1600 th 
Hohenzoll rn lin in Pru ·ia b -
came Reform d for political rea-
on creating a ten ion between 
ruler and a predominately Luther-
an population. Two centuries later 
Frederick illiam III sought a reso-
lution by trying to merge the Re-
formed and Lutheran churches into 
what was called the Prussian Union 
in 1817. Many Lutherans felt that the 
merger would force them to concede 
their understanding of the "real 
presence" in the Lord's Supper, and 
they refused this coerced ecumen-
ism. 
This, together with a strong reac-
tion to rationalism and a resu rgence 
of German nationalism wh ich 
viewed Luther as national hero, trig-
gered a revival of confessional Lu-
theranism throughout the sti ll d is-
united German states. From Prussia 
and Saxony several Lutheran grou ps 
emigrated for specifically religious 
reasons. These groups eventually 
became part of what are now the 
An1erican Lutheran Church, the 
Lutheran Church-Mis ouri Synod 
and the Lutheran Church of u -
tralia . nder Bismarck Prussia in 
the 1860s attempted to unionize the 
Lutheran chu rche in it newl ac-
quired territories, but e eral t rri-
torial churche (Wu rtt mberg Ba-
varia Hanov r, and hle wig-
Hol tein) were ucc ful in evadin 
thi unionization and pro ided th 
nucleu for a new form of pan-Lu-
th rani m in German . 
The re set 
Nelson's volume hel~s the ~eader experience some of the complexity, the challenges, 
and the need for patience mvolved in the rise of the Lutheran World Federation. 
gr up f Luth ran 1 aders con-
rn d about th integrity of Lu-
th rani ·m m t in Hanover on O -
tob r 3 -31 1 67-the 350th anni-
v r ary f the Lutheran Reforma-
tion -to la plans for th formation 
of the n ral Evangelical Lutheran 
onf r n (D£e Allgeme£ne Evange-
hsc/ze-Luthen· che Konfernz-AELK). 
The ELK, a free a ociation of in-
dividual drawn from all of the Lu-
theran churches in Germany, met 
regularly and publi ·hed its own the-
ological periodical. Its purpo es 
were to protect true Lutheranism 
and to join in fighting the "battle 
against unbelief, false and worldly 
Christianity, and unionism." The 
sign ificance of the AELK extended 
beyond Germany. Immediately, it 
extended an invitation to the Lu-
theran General Council in North 
America (a predecessor of the cur-
rent LCA) to send representatives . 
Lu therans in Sweden, Norway, and 
France were also invited and attend-
ed the confer ences. In 1901 the 
AELK gathered in Lund, its first 
meeting outside of Germany. When 
the AELK granted full mem bership 
to persons belonging to the Un ion 
churches, a group of Lutherans wi th-
drew to form the Lutheran League. 
The AELK was in many ways an 
organization of Eu ropean Luther-
anism, since, despite the earlier in-
vitation, American Lutherans had 
relatively little contact with it. 
elson's narrative then turns to a 
characterization of the various com-
ponents of American Lutheranism 
at the time of World War I. e lson 
adopts the "calamity theory," fir t 
introduced by E. Theodore Bach-
mann, which asserts that Lutherans 
have come together largely in re-
pon e to major cri e . The first wa 
World War I, which not only 
brought anti-Germani m to bear on 
almo tall Lutheran in America, but 
al o virtually forced Lutheran to 
unite in order to provide a coordi-
nated mini tr to Lutheran rvic -
men po t-war relief to Lutheran in 
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Europe, and aid to foreign mission 
fields which had become orphaned 
from their European, especially 
German, sponsors. In the face of 
these needs, the National Lutheran 
Council ( LC), joined by most Lu-
therans in America, came into exis-
tence in 1918. Those Lutherans, in-
cluding the Missouri Synod, who 
did not join contended that since the 
council, although not agreed in doc-
trine, was engaging in activities that 
were essentially churchly it was 
guilty of sinful unionism. 
World War I was 
critical in the movement 
toward Lutheran unity. 
The NLC became the main agency 
of Lutheran relief programs in Eu-
rope. Administered particularly by 
John A. Morehead, these relief ef-
forts not only evoked gratitude from 
the recipients but also in tilled the 
conviction within American Luther-
an leaders that closer contacts with 
European Lutherans were highly 
desirable. If one discounts the 
AELK, the international organiza-
tion of Lutherans came rather late 
compared with the Anglican world 
community, which had begun meet-
ing in 1867, the Methodists (1881 ), 
the Congregationali ts (1 91 ), and 
the Baptist (1905). In 1920 and 1921 
the leaders of the LC, who were 
generally leader in the nited Lu-
theran Church of America ( LC ), 
proposed an "International Luther-
an Conference' and a ked th ' ELK 
and Lutheran League to join in is-
suing invitations. 
The re ult wa the meeting of what 
came to be called the Lutheran 
World Convention (LW ), h Id in 
Ei enach Germany, in 1923. B fore 
the convention could m t import-
ant organizational prob) m ha l to 
be r olved. The que ti n ar S(' 
whether del gat · <ihould r •pre~ nt 
only them · Iv or wh th r the 
hould offi iall , r •pr nt tab-
Ii h d church ·. D parting from th 
pattern of the AELK, the organizer 
chose the latter method as a means of 
assuring the most responsible dis-
cussion and the possibility of more 
concrete results . In order to allay 
fears on the part of some American 
Lutherans that an international 
church organization was b ing 
created, the conference was publi-
cized as a one-time event. 
Eisenach proved to be ·uch a mov-
ing and worthwhile experience that 
despite the earlier disclaimer of its 
being a one-time event, a continua-
tion committee wa formed. As a 
result, additional Lutheran World 
Conventions were held in Copen-
hagen (1929) and Paris (1935). 
fourth was planned for Philadelphia 
in 1940 but a second great calamity 
-World War II-intervened. el-
son describes in d tail not only the 
conventions but the planning that 
took place between them, including 
efforts to involve the various Amer-
ican Lutheran church bodi s. 
If the narrative occasionally be-
comes excessivcl y cl tailed and t di-
ou , the reader do s ome to exp ri-
ence some of the c mplcxity, the 
challenges, and the n cl for pa-
ti nee and perse ercn c r quired of 
leader · in ord r to bring about th 
Lutheran World F cleration. I Ii~-
tory i often imm n cl mor com-
plicat cl than historians make it out 
to be. elson aho li~ht ns his a -
count with o · ·a. ional tou h •<, of 
humor, a<, wh '11 h(' cl •<,crib ·s th · 
cultural sho k en ountc•r ·cl b Eu-
rop •ans and m 'ri am alik, in 
th •ir contact<, with each other: "Dan-
i h Luth 'ran cl aconc•s<i • · w •r' a~-
touncl •cl to hc•ar that Am •ri an Lu-
theran pastor<i' wiv •s u<i •cl I ip<iti k 
and oth •r cosm •ti -so hock cl , in 
fact that th •y clropp •cl th •ir iµ,ar ." 
Th• tory of th• ri c• of World Lu-
th ran ism obviou ly could not b • 
told without \\ •avinJ:?, in th• nam •s 
and impr · ion >f elm •n<, of Lu-
th •ran I ad •r'> from l·.urop • and 
'orth Am ri a. The ~raclual tran i-
tion in lc•ad ·r hip from J •r om such 
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Lutheran ecumenists concluded that Lutheranism was inherently ecumenical because 
of the need to bear witness to its universally applicable message of law and gospel. 
a Ludwig Ihmel , athan odcr-
blom, Lauritz Lar en, Charle M. 
Jacob , Frederick Knubel, and John 
A. Moreh ad to Franklin Clark Fry, 
Abdel Ro s \\:entz, ylve ter Michel-
felder, and Paul Empie i a poig-
nant reminder that the L WC and 
L WF were born from the dream 
and labor of many. 
Knowledge of the larger social 
context is important in under tand-
ing the story and Nelson is adept at 
setting the historical stage. He is 
perhaps at his best in describing the 
German Church struggle, which 
eventually disrupted the work of the 
LWC from 1939 to 1945, when the 
president, August Marahrens, and 
the executive secretary, Hanns Lilje, 
were both rendered ineffectual by 
their isolation within the Third 
Reich. This chapter is a valuable 
contribution to the literature on the 
Lutheran Church in Nazi Germany. 
Several themes and issues recur 
throughout the narrative. One has 
to do with the organizational nature 
of the LWC and LWF. In 1923 the 
issue was whether Eisenach should 
be a free association of individuals, 
a convening of representatives of 
church bodies, or even an interna-
tional church body it elf. The sec-
ond alternative was chosen. In 1947, 
the L WF was defined as a "free asso-
ciation of churches." Some critics, 
however, saw it as an ecclesial or-
ganization in that it rested on a clear 
doctrinal basis in the "holy Scrip-
tures ... the Ecumenical Creeds, 
and . . . the confessions of the Lu-
theran Church, especially the un-
altered Augsburg Confes ion and 
Luther's Small Catechism .... " el-
son ends his book with the observa-
tion that the issue of organizational 
identity is not yet resolved. 
A second theme concern the con-
tinuing effort made by almost all 
leaders of the L WC to avoid na-
tionalistic interests or concerns, both 
in term of the world political situa-
tion and in terms of leadership with-
in the organization it elf. Thi wa 
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e tremely difficult at tim , p -
cially for the rman Lutheran ·, 
but it wa generall ucce ful. n -
thing 1 might ha e fru trated th 
de lopment of a cooperative or-
ganization. "Polycentri m" \ a the 
approach adopted to maintain or-
ganizational amity. Thu there were 
three or four major" ection ' in th 
LWC (American, German and 
Scandinavian). Little wa made of 
the 'Third World Section" until 
after the formation of the L WF. o 
"section" was to be viewed as the 
leading constituent. This avoidance 
of nationalism helps to account for 
the eventual establishment of L WF 
headquarters in Geneva. 
Early proponents of 
Lutheran unity attempted 
to avoid nationalistic 
interests or concerns. 
A third theme emerges largely 
through a reading of the footnotes, 
where Nelson frequently comments 
on the role of American Lutherans 
and their motives in the formation 
of the L WC and L WF. Nelson does 
not break completely new ground 
on this subject. Bengt Wadensjo, a 
Swedish historian, wrote the early 
history of the LWC (up to 1929) and 
often interpreted American motives 
and actions as attempts to gain con-
trol of the organization. Nelson dis-
putes these conclusions. Two vol-
umes in German by Kurt Schmidt-
Clausen provide a continental per-
spective, one with which Nelson 
usually agrees. This running his-
toriographical exchange, combined 
with elson's description of the 
complexity of American Lutheran 
re ponse to L WC and L WF gives 
definition to the book's subtitle, "An 
American Per p ctive." elson is 
clearly un ympathetic toward the 
Mi ouri ynod's consistent refusal 
to become involved, but he doe not 
belabor the point. 
fourth theme running through 
the rise of world Lutherani m has 
impa t of 
f Luth r-
r la-
tion hip of Luth ran tooth r Chri -
tian . Th qu ·tion of Lutheran atti-
tud toward th burgeoning ecu-
menical mov ment wa prominent 
already at Ei enach, where the par-
ticipant concluded that Lutheran-
i m wa inher ntly e umenical be-
cau e of it univer_ ally-applicable 
me age of law and gospel. It was 
this empha i that justified, even 
mandated, Lutheran involvement 
in ecumenical activity. The need to 
bear witness to the central truth of 
salvation by grace through faith was 
seen as duty, not a luxury. That, of 
course, while providing a basis for 
engagement, did not settle all the 
issues of ecumenism. 
The ecumenical dimension of 
world Lutheranism is the subject of 
the second volume under review. 
American Lutherans Help Shape World 
Council by Professor Dorris A. Fles-
ner is a much more narrowly con-
ceived and tightly written book than 
Nelson's. A revision of Flesner's doc-
toral dissertation, this volume fo-
cuses on the special influence Amer-
ican Lutherans had upon the forma-
tion of the World Council of 
Churches. 
The World Council of Churches 
had been in the process of organiza-
tion since 1937, when its creation 
was recommended by both the Life 
and Work and Faith and Order Con-
ferences. At that time it was pro-
jected that the WCC would be es-
tablished along geographical lines. 
The largest ecumenical body in each 
country would determine the selec-
tion of delegates. Thi became a mat-
ter of major concern for American 
Lutherans who con idered thi 
method to be incon i tent with the 
confe sional integrity which the 
under tood to be the nece ary ba i 
The Cresset 
American Lutherans preferred a confessional rather 
than geographical basis for membership in the wee. 
for · un I um •ni al a tivity. 
Luth ran in Am rica objected 
g graphi al di tribution and 
favor d th onf · ·ional or denom-
inational ba i: for memb r hip for 
a numb r of rea ·on : l) the geo-
graphical m thod minimized or 
glo · d over doctrinal difference ·; 
2) g ographical ecumenical organi-
zation would exert pressure for 
unioni tic program ; 3) geographi-
cal unit could easily be construed 
a the natural unit of a world 
church; 4) Lutheran would not a · 
likely rec ive a sympathetic hearing 
or be adequately represented (if 
repre ented at all) in the geographic 
plan; 5) confe sional representation 
fit more consistently with the con-
cept of a council of churches rather 
than a council of ecumenical organ-
izations; 6) Christian unity would 
be achieved better through friendly 
but honest facing of differences; 7) 
most important of all, American 
Lutherans believed that their fun-
damental doctrine of salvation 
through faith could best be pro-
tected and witnessed to through con-
fessional structuring. After threat-
ening to withhold membership over 
the point, Lutherans managed to get 
the representational system they 
preferred. 
Flesner notes additional contribu-
tions which American Lutherans 
made to the World Council. They 
succeeded in changing the method 
by which the WCC deals with com-
mittee reports . Rather than "adopt-
ing" them, the Council "receives" 
reports, which are then referred to 
member churche for further tudy. 
They also won their point that ecu-
menism i best fostered by formal 
representation of churche , rather 
than through representation by in-
dividual voluntary agencie , or un-
official repre entative of non-mem-
ber churche . Final I , the ecured 
a pecific di avowal of any inten-
tion that the WCC b come a world 
church. 
Fie ner devote a major portion 
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of his book to describing the atti-
tudes of the various American Lu-
theran groups which either did or 
did not join the WCC. Omitted are 
the members of the Synodical Con-
ference which did not seriously con-
sider membership. Flesner refers 
tho e interested in the views of the 
Synodical Conference ( Missouri 
Synod, Wisconsin Synod, and Evan-
gelical Lutheran Synod ["Little Nor-
wegian Synod"]) to the dissertation 
on that topic by Gilbert A. Thiele. 
Flesner's conclusion take note of 
recent criticism of the WCC and the 
uncertainties which surround its 
future, due in part to its political 
involvements and in part to the 
entry of Roman Catholicism into 
the ecumenical arena during the 
last two decades. In view of these 
developments, the author states the 
need to reexamine and reevaluate 
the principles and practices of ecu-
menism. These two volumes provide 
helpful perspectives on Lutheran 
involvement, although prospective 
readers may experience the same 
frustration of this reviewer in not 
being able to continue the narrative 
from the late 1940s down to the 
present. 
The remaining decades of the 
twentieth century will probably sec 
Christianity decline in numbers 
relative to the growing world popu-
lation. Thus the ecumenical move-
ment born at the beginning of the 
century with the vi ion of gfoba l 
evangelistic triumphalism ma y end 
the century with con iderably I 
optimi m. During the c ntury, 
nonethele s, it ha · become increas-
ingl y apparent that hri tian ·, in-
cluding Lutheran ·, have om 
know and appreciate each oth ·r 
better , not only at upp r e 1 ia. -
tical echelon but a l · and p rhap · 
more ignifican tl , at th gra r 
One hope that th ecum ni al 
mov m nt will continu to mov • 
forward con tru ti v ly and not b 
atapulted into r on. tructi task 
born of new alamiti . Cl 
Thing of the Year 
We Need Not Worry 
That Machines Will 
Soon Take Us Over 
Gail Eifrig 
ow that the Man of the Year 
really is a computer, we can a ll ·top 
worrying about th f utur . "When 
will They take ov r ?" ha · been the 
que tion we have heard dis u s ·eel 
for years. ow it has finally hap-
pened , o we an breathe eas ier. 
It didn't even hurt. I can't sa that 
the difference to me was v ry gr at ; 
I wa never ev n on speaking t rms 
with any other Men of the Y ar, but 
I am writing thi s on a word pro •s-
sor. Lik James Thurb r\ mother, 
I have no very strong understanding 
of machines to bc>gin with. (She was 
the one, all Thurb •r fans r 'member, 
who used to aution her c.,on · not to 
go driving all over to, n v ithout 
an gasolin in the car b .aw, • sh , 
thought that doinv. ..,o would hurt 
th •ngin '.) 
I ha a I t in ommon v ith that 
woman, but unlik ' Ir\. 'Ilrnrbcr s 
·on I ha no ~r •at f •ar of machin •s. 
I I thought it wa.., a ign of ba..,i 
\anit to hat , and f •ar th • auto-
mobil , an inv •ntion who\C' prin i-
;ail Eifrig teache bi[[hsh at Val-
paraiso { '11it•e rs1t, am/ c011t,;butes 
regular~,• lo Th • r • ct. 
All the uproar about computers will gradually subside, and all the people who 
think their presence is dehumanizing will quiet down and learn to live with them. 
pal function , a to b de il th da ., -
light · out of human beings. But b 
now mo t nerican find a world 
without ar difficult ore en impo -
ible to imagine and Thurber' 
wonderful a 'Sex ex Machina' 
needs marginal los e for a contem-
porary audience, explaining to them 
that there wa a time when people 
who had lived entirely without car 
aw them come into exi tence and 
had to learn to live with them. 
So all the uproar about computers 
will gradually ubside, and all the 
people who think that their presence 
is dehumanizing will quiet down 
and live with them. I would guess 
that, though computers will change 
a lot of things, human life will go 
on. People seem to be resistant to 
the kind of "dehumanizing ' that 
technological advances are suppo ed 
to accomplish. There is plenty of 
evidence that when it comes to be-
having less like people and more 
like mindle s, heartless robots, ma-
chines have nothing to teach us. We 
can do quite well enough without 
help. 
The hope that machines will en-
able us to behave better is the reverse 
ide of the fear that they will allow 
us to behave worse. It was the hope 
that wa uppermost in one of the 
last big uproars on the technology 
front. The medium was the message, 
and media would change our lives. 
The human race would be united 
by atellite beam into a global vil-
lage and knowing our unity, we 
would be improved. The global 
village doe not r sonate form like 
Donne' bell tolling, when it ounds 
for one man, th death notice for 
all. Donne's image is sp cific and 
realizable even in an ag when we 
do not generally toll a bell to mark 
the death of one of our fellow . 
But the global villag not a 
metaphor which hold up ver w 11 
in fact. ccording to McLuhan (and 
of course I only knew him in the 
Old Linear way; we were ne ere en 
electronically introduced) I would 
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b put into in tantan ou nta t 
with the r t of th , orld. \'\:ith ut 
e en a king I , ould know h w p -
ple , r r p ndin to th ondi-
tion of th ir liv in Pari or 
Tok o or Darke t Peru. Th ff ct 
of thi on m life a a citizen wa 
to be enon11ou , for I would come to 
realize that my action had an im-
pact far beyond my earlier lin ar 
imagining. 
Machines have nothing 
to teach us about 
behaving more like 
robots than like people. 
When I wanted to use two gallon 
of gasoline to drive aimle sly around 
the countryside because I enjoy the 
scenery, or because it calms the baby, 
or even because I love the feeling of 
sunshine through a car window, I 
would remember the televi ion pic-
ture of earnest and stormy meetings 
being held by oil ministers in Paris. 
I as ume that my being aware of 
this vital connection would mean 
that before I went out joyriding, I 
was to think of the problems my use 
of gasoline was causing those sheiks, 
and then I would be more consci-
entious and tay home polishing 
baseboards. 
The village analogy proposes a 
situation in which Housewife Blue 
does not take more grain out of the 
communal storage bin than she 
need because he knows that House-
wife Green will be left short if she 
does. Or since she has ob erved 
fir t hand the diligence with which 
both Hu bandman Blue and Green 
have gone out for months to do the 
plowing and owing and reaping, 
she will take good care of the grain 
he u e and make sur that every-
on who h lped to produce it ha a 
prop r share of the harve t. Fur-
ther wh n Hou ewif Blue doe 
take mor grain than sh ought 
he know very w 11 that a oon a 
Hou e, if Green find out he'll 
probably b ov r with a f , harp 
w rd -, r v n th b k f a , 11-




come b el ctronic me age , how-
ever in i t nt and p rva ive. The 
actual link i only an conomic one, 
and that no doubt works on u , 
whether we are con ciou of it or 
not. But it has not become a link 
that improve our relations or our 
attitude very much. If we are in 
a global village, we have not changed 
much a a result of eeing each other 
on the screen. 
If the hope of improvement in 
our human nature has proved thus 
far ineffectual, we may at least sup-
pose that the fear of our becoming 
somehow les than human through 
the intervention of machines may 
also be groundless. For some time 
it was feared that the electronic age 
would so unify our sources of in-
fonnation that we would become 
one mindless being; fed the same 
material, we would be malleable for 
the evil purposes of ome fiendish 
(and pre umably electronically 
talented) superforce. 
It is certainly true that for an 
immense nation, we have fewer and 
fewer sources of infonnation in the 
standard media. Many people who 
fonn the educated electorate get 
their information larg ly from Time 
or ewsweek. The section of the edu-
cated electorate with which I have 
mo t to do amu ed me in the la t 
week by being-almo t to a person -
agitated ov r the editorial deci ion 
of one magazine to name a computer 
a man of the year. And thi wa 
true e en though, thank to the 
centrifugal nature of uni er it 
acation p ople had b en cat-
The Cre set 
Computers won't change us for better or worse. They 
won't change our responses or alter our priorities. 
t r d all r th 
Di go 
and of mine 
had am cover on the ame 
da it had app ar d on the news-
tand · at h m in Valparaiso. All 
ne had an opinion 
on th am pie of information. 
Thi xampl i only one of many 
that could be brought forward to 
show that one of the sign of the 
new technological age is a vast and 
monolithic tru tur of information 
di p r al. 
There are voice , and some of 
them are backed by impressive fig-
ures, aying that those who make the 
decisions of what to feed into this 
system, that i , what information to 
di pen e, are remarkably homo-
geneous in their background and 
outlooks. Christianity Today recent-
ly quoted a tudy done at Columbia 
University of what are labeled the 
"media elite." CT's major concern 
was that as a group, these writers 
and broadcasters and editors are 
almost totally irreligious, and 
probably Christians ought to be at 
least interested that , of the e poten-
tially influential people, only 8 per 
cent answered that they regularly 
attend church or synagogue. But one 
ought to stress the word "potential-
ly" when one fears the negative 
influence of such a group. For it is 
strikingly evident that while our 
ources of information may be mono-
lithic and increasingly narrow-
minded and parochial (particularly 
in their view of those they like to 
think of as narrow-minded and paro-
chial), as a people our re pon e 
to them i still tubbornly diver . 
It i true that an improved tech-
nology has enabled out ide ource 
of information and opinion to reach 
u quickl in i tently and uni-
form! . But self-int re t pecial 
intere t, cultural tradition and 
uper tition and ev n nati e ignor-
ance protect u from bein o r-
come b what m bod , ant u 
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to think. The recently (and un-
fortunately) gerrymandered local 
ongressman, Floyd Fithian, was 
very diligent in polling his con-
stituents for their thought · on every-
thing from conservation of energy 
to higher education and welfare. 
When he reported the results I was 
always plea ed and amazed. Even 
in our tiny corner of the American 
republic, long believed to be the 
center of frozen unanimity, of head-
in-the-sand refusal to think, the 
people were staunchly divided on 
every issue. Presumably they were 
looking at the same information, 
being told the same facts, but some-
thing was keeping them from having 
the same response. 
The same is true when the local 
paper conducts its sidewalk ques-
tionnaire. The feature runs every 
Saturday, and I don't rem mber 
one time in which it wa demon-
strated there that we have a popu-
lace whose will to disagree has been 
demolished by a medium so power-
ful it cannot be resisted. I have no 
confidence, of course, that uperior 
intelligence or quality training have 
formed this diversity· plain stupid-
ity will do it. In my memory a spe-
cial place is held by the lady who 
responded that yes, she would vot 
for Ted Kennedy, becau e it wa 
about time we had a rich Pre id nt 
who would use hi own money to 
run the government and let the r t 
of us stop paying for a while. 
o I am not afraid of the ff 
of the computer on the m ri an 
populace. If I under tand anything 
at all about it, I under tand that it 
will enabl us to a~compli h in a 
horter tim ·ome of the thing · w 
want to do. It will not mak u b tt r 
a man f r 
y ar. •• •• 
A Polish Parable 
Jerzy Skolimowski's 
Moonlighting Speaks to 
Both East and West 
Richard Maxwell 
Moonlighting ha played to appr -
ciative audien e in Chi ag thi 
winter, but few p opl h r know 
much about it dir ctor, J rzy ' k -
limow ki, out id of the fa t that 
he is Poli h . 'kolimow ·ki i · a on-
t mporary of Roman Polan ki , with 
whom h wrot Kmfe in the Water 
(1962). Aft r th int rnati nal u -
ces of that film , P Ian ki w nt n 
to b come a H II , , cl figur , of 
ome not ri t . Ro emarv ' Babv 
(1967) and Chinatown (1974) a h 
spok to m •ri an f ar · at a ru ial 
p Iitical m m nt. Sk Jim wski 
tay d in Poland a f , •ar. I ng r 
than P Ian ki . Ab ut th timP that 
Rosema,:vs Baby wa'lpla_ ing t pa k d 
hou ri a, .'k Ii mow ·ki '. 
in , th n h ha mad thr • su -
sful Engli h-languag • pi t ir " 
D ep End (l 70), T he hout (l 7 ) 
and th urr ·nt ,\-Ii 011 l(ffhli11g. 
1a, w 11 t a lz E11g f i h al 
alparai o l nit• i~v and h 
t's reg-ufa, Fr/m cn'tic . 
.... 
parently kolimow ki till ha om 
tie , ith Poli h moviemaking , hat-
ever may be left of it. Like Polan ki 
however he ha become a wandering 
cosmopolitan, a profe ional out-
sider. 
Moonlighting ha been de cribed 
a a parable about Polish politic 
but that seem not quite accurate. 
While there are elements of parable 
allegory, and irony throughout the 
film, omething odd ha happened 
to them: a tran formation connected 
with Skolimow ki' departure from 
his native country. o long as a 
movie director works under the 
pressures of bureaucratic cen or-
shi p, he must criticize indirectly-
by implication. Parable is a practi-
cal, everyday device for communi-
cating forbidden messages. It is 
often used this way in Skolimowski's 
Polish films. By presenting a ro-
mantic triangle, Knife in the Water 
satirizes two generations of Poles; 
Skolimowski condemns cowardice 
or confusion under Stalinism. Sub-
sequent features use this technique 
almost to excess. We are told of Hands 
Up (the director's favorite film) that 
it depicts unfortunate Poles on a 
train journey, rolling in plaster: 
one poor devil gets stuck. At this 
point parable might as well be re-
placed by direct statement. It has 
lost the advantage of implication; 
it has become blatant. 
Skolimowski has never lost his 
fondness for deadpan absurdist 
ironies. All the same, his parables 
lose their original justification once 
he gets to the West. The Shout shows 
the problem. In this film (adapted 
from a Robert Graves short story), 
Alan Bates plays an inmate of an 
insane asylum, who tell a gro-
tesque story to one of his keepers. 
The story within the story take up 
most of the film. Here the keeper 
(John Hurt) is a musician living in 
a lonely countryside with his bored 
wife (Susannah York). Finding 
shelter with the unsuspecting couple, 
Bates e tablishes exual dominance 
over the wife and intellectual domi-
nance over the husband. (I once 
thought Joe Orton invented that 
plot in the Sixtie ; now I see that 
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the Engli h ar in thi a in th r 
thin , traditional.) The Bat har-
acter claim that h ha th p wer 
to kill b houtin , a kill h pi k d 
up from abori ine . He gi th 
com po er ad mon tration, not quit 
enough to demoli h him, but nou h 
to nd him rolling o er the dun 
in agon . The mu ician , ho liv 
by ound almo t die b it-then 
trike back. 
The film i engro ing. It i al o, 
a that determined phili tine Le lie 
Halliwell note , 'curiou ly point-
les ." Grave ' tory and kolimow-
ski's film both concern the dis-
course of the powerles : in this 
case of the presumed madman, who 
uses storytelling to defy his keeper. 
The story of The Shout must have 
made a special appeal to Skolimow-
ski, for it internalizes the oppression 
which his previous films confront 
as an external, political fact. How-
ever, who is this defiant lunatic 
and what are we to make of him? 
The film gives us no answer. It 
plunges us into the nightmare, but 
refuses any judgment (unless to 
hint that both master and slave are 
guilty). If we do not discover the 
significance of this primitive en-
ergy-beyond its ability to excite 
Susannah York- then the film be-
comes a parable about nothing, an 
irony turned in on itself. 
Skolimowski has never 
lost his fondness for 
deadpan absurdist ironies. 
All the same, his 
parables lose their 
original justification 
once he gets to the West. 
Moonlighting too suggests the dif-
ficultie of the Polish filmmaker 
adrift in the West, but it addresses 
them very differently. At the begin-
ning we meet a group of Polish la-
borer , newly arrived in London to 
renovate their employer' flat. Only 
one of them (Jeremy Iron ) peak 
English. They have no work permit . 
They plan to do the job quietly, 
aving the bo back home a bundle 
of money-how much more expen-
ive is British labor!-and getting 
111 r turn. Fr m this 
film f II w. the cl,_ 
a mm n on . 
it in th Persian 
ha hi P r ian 
write home ab ut th p uliarity of 
Europ an u ·t m . Th ali n vi w-
p int in Moonlighting i mor than 
a con enient fi tion of cour e. 
Imagine the Persian Letters writt n 
b a Per ian: that i the effect of 
kolimow ki' film, which et a 
Poli h p r p ctive again t an Eng-
Ii h one. \: ithin the doubl m1-
lieu-Pol i h and Engli h- koli-
mow ki' talent for deadpan parable 
take on new life. 
Irons, the link between two worlds, 
is the central figure. He learns to 
exploit both sides, then takes the 
consequences. The process of learn-
ing is the film. Small, bizarre anec-
dotes-just verging on flatness-
are linked by Irons' voiceover com-
mentary. There is no way to describe 
the effect of these scenes, but I 
shall try. Many occur at a local 
grocery, where Irons and his co-
workers are introduced to western 
plenty. No black market here. The 
western equivalent to communist 
black market dealings (inevitable 
in an economy where everything is 
rationed) is shoplifting. Irons 
learns how to shoplift by observing 
the ways in which various old 
ladies get caught. He has some 
wonderful standoffs with a threaten-
ing assistant manager, a dour red-
head who pursues him with all the 
fervor of Javert after Jean Valjean 
or Fix after Phileas Fogg. Irons' 
blanknes - near and dear to the 
hearts of those who remember him 
m Brideshead Revisited-proves 
the perfect policy. He gets away-
not with murder, but with enough 
goods to feed a boy scout jamboree. 
We have to condemn him· we have 
to cheer him on. Th comedy i 
painful. 
Wh hould Iron b hoplifting? 
Initially he doe it becau e tim 
and money ar running out on him. 
The Cressel 
Th r n ati n j b mu ·t be fini hed 
but th r ha b n a disa ter with 
th plumbing tting work back by 
day . oth r problem impends: 
short] aft r th ir arrival in Lon-
don, lidarity back home was 
suppr d. Iron ke ps this news 
from hi comrades (who are not, 
by th way part of the olidarity 
movement). He has them working 
eighteen hours a day, cut off from 
news, cut off from calls back home, 
cut off from any excursions away 
from the house. He breaks their 
watchessotheywon't know how much 
time they're spending on construc-
tion. He tries to make it up to them 
with stolen rice. 
Irons' predicament is summed up 
by the televisions which appear so 
frequently in Moonlighting. Almost 
the first thing the Poles do on their 
arrival in London is to pool their 
entertainment money and buy a 
secondhand TV. It promptly goes 
on the blink. They will have to fix 
it when they get home. Meanwhile 
television becomes a pervasive fact 
of life, at least for Irons. A TV sur-
veillance system monitors shoppers 
in the market. TVs in store windows 
depict tanks and soldiers marching 
through Warsaw squares. 
Like some other recent films, 
Moonlighting exploits the contrast 
between grainy TV pictures with 
fluctuating color and the fine-
grained, widescreen movie picture. 
Is the difference in quality a dif-
ference in truth, or in the uses to 
which an image can be put? Perhaps 
the latter. This supply-and-demand 
society produces an excess of in-
formation, just as it produces an 
excess of goods or of junk (all these 
surfeits are celebrated in Moon-
lighting). Information is a commodity 
like anything else. We see the soc-
cer teams running on a sick green 
field which suddenly blips out. We 
see the tanks rolling on -via satel-
lite -amid holiday displays in de-
partment store windows. We see the 
furtive shoplifters, caught on se-
curity monitors in the grocery store, 
then apprehended. Distinctions 
begin to get lost-for Iron , for the 
audience. Only in the la t cene of 
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the film are they re-established. 
Moonlighting is a parable, but not 
the sort designed to get around 
government censorship. Skolimow-
ski addresses himself to a civiliza-
tion where censorship typically 
occurs in the marketplace. ( Our 
version of censorship is "mass mar-
keting.") He begins with a dis-
crepancy between two systems of 
wage-setting; he moves to the come-
dy of a man who is corrupted by 
western ways into setting up a little 
eastern european dictatorship; he 
ends by suggesting that you cannot 
live in both societies at once-not 
honestly. Techniques invented for 
communicating surreptitiously are 
used to focus attention on our open 
society. This spare elliptical film 
gives us a view of ourselves we could 
not get any other way. Eastern truth-
telling becomes western truth-
telling and circles right back to the 
East, like Irons and his bamboozled 
followers. 
Relief 
Dusk had tensed 
three hours 
before the storm. 
Not dusk alone. 
We, too, twitching 
and mute. 
as rabbits 
slivered the tree tops 
with fearing eyes. 
We were heavy-winged 
as crows, 
domestic as dog 
whining at portent . 
Finally, finally, 
we wearied 
even our el ve 
and cried: 
let the storm come. 
Hosannah. 
Sister Maura 








Days of Yore 
Steve Tesich and Tom 
Lehrer Offer Political 
Satire for the Nostalgic 
John Steven Paul 
Two winter productions in Chi-
cago serve as needle ·s but highly 
entertaining reminders that national 
politics these days is not very inter-
esting. Gone are the days when 
politics was a consuming vocation 
calling fiery po t-adolescent · to its 
ranks and outfitting them in the ro-
mantic uniforms-u ually jeans and 
olive drab-of campus guerrillas. 
Now, so it seems, appropriate politi-
cal attire consist of conservativ 
blue and gray , better 'uitccl to oper-
ations in board room than on th 
streets. 
The arid politi al con ervatism 
of the Eighties i · not a cong nial 
climate for ompelling politi al 
drama. The ab. n e of the drama 
of politic attest to thi · axiom and, 
both in Steve T ich 's Div1· i'on tree/ 
and in Tomfoolery, th • latt r a revue 
of the musi and 1 yrics of om L 'h-
r r , there is a no t a lg i y •arnin~ for 
the time wh n political ritiqu 
ould provide a ati ·( _ ing basi · for 
action thoug-ht, and th atr . 
In .Division Street, T csi h (a ... hi -
cago pl aywright wh wrot s r •n-
play for Breaking Au•av and Four 
J hn ' t •v n Paul is A .si ta11 I Pro/ es or 
of ,peech and Drama at i alparaiso Uni-
t1er.sity and regular Theatre en.tic for 
Th r s t. 
r _, 
Fn·ends) combin thi politi al n -
talgia with a eel bration of th b -
wildering ethni di er it of Chi-
cago and give it to u in the form 
of cla ic highl conventional fare 
-a form over which he prove him-
elf a ma ·ter. It i an evening chock-
full of door- lamming nick-of-tim-
ing, hairbreadth e cape , of im-
probable character in incredible re-
lation hip of brawling phy ical 
comedy, and of clever, topical re-
partee and uperb peeche . Credit 
the cw Broadway theatre and di-
rector Frank Galati with giving Chi-
cago one of the best laughing com-
edies in many months. 
Division Street i the story of Chris, 
a former ew Left leader who, after 
an absence of some years, returns to 
the scene of former glory memorial-
ized as "The Days of Rage." Chri , 
however ha come back to Chicago 
in pursuit not of new triumphs for 
the Movement, but of the material 
benefit of American middle-class 
life-and of anonymity. He is doing 
everything possible to obliterate his 
own radical identity. He wants, in 
fact, to become an insurance under-
writer. In a speech to his incredu-
lous wife, Chris summarizes the 
state of hi ocial consciousness: 
I'm ick a nd tired of it all. Dianah. I have 
0 . D. 'd on all tho e cause and issue . I 
don't care about the boat people. Dianah. 
(Dianah lets out a scream of anguish .) I 
don't. I don't want to hear about a nother 
boat person again. I don't care about nu-
clear waste. To hell with it. I don't care 
about oil spill . third world dictator . wil-
derness preserve . or bi-lingua l education. 
Sugar in kid. cerea ls. Don't care! I don't 
give a good goddam a bout the ozone layer . 
the whale . the porpoise ... the cute little 
baby seal . I don 't know who' running 
Ca~ bod ia and I don't care! I don't even 
care if the B atles get back together agai n. 
Anything that I have ever cared a bout. I 
don't care abou t a nd I don't care that I 
don't care. 
One bru h with publicity ruins 
Chri 's dream of joining the beck-
oning bourgeoisie. Having ingested 
ome bad food at a neighborhood 
erbian restaurant, Chri da he 
outside to vomit. An opportuni tic 
paparazzo nap hi picture for the 
human interest angle. When the 
major news ervice recogniz th 
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r t h r a a f rm r mpatri 
R nni , Abbi T m, and J rry, th , 
run th pi tur and th h adl in 
"Radi al R turn all o r th r -
ion. All th Mo m nt t p f r 
, horn Chri one articulat d th 
pre ailing raison d'etr nm b in to 
arch him out. H i om on , ho 
may tell them , hat to do during 
th gra -flann 1 da of the Eightie . 
The lor of Division treet i it 
farce plot, derived from th Ro-
man Moliere, and O car \ ild 
but in tilled with American content. 
It de erves a partial retelling. 
Chri ha taken an apartment in a 
building owned by a black Polish-
American lady named Bruchin ky, 
who took part in the March on Wa h-
ington and sings "We Shall Over-
come" to herself as if she had one 
foot in reality and the other foot 
marching behind Dr. King. To the 
apartment comes Yovan, a hot-
blooded Serb and the owner of The 
ew World Bar and Grill. Yovan is 
terribly upset about the wirephoto 
of Chri vomiting the ew World's 
food in front of its door. With rhe-
toric passionate enough for a Serbo-
Croatian political rally, Yovan de-
mands that Chris repair the damage 
done to the restaurant's reputation. 
When Chris refuses to sit for a re-
traction photograph while savoring 
stuffed cabbage, Yovan leaves in a 
rage. On his way back to the apart-
ment, bomb in hand, the raving res-
taurat ur m h 
and h r former 
tenant and c a i nal lov r th late 
cc ntri Mr. K llo ·g had a child 
togeth r. Th bo nicknam ed 
Bomber r , up tall black and 
radical joinin force with Chris 
and th ew Left. R c ntly, 'Bomb-
er' had a x change op ration and 
joined the po lie for e a B tty , a 
minority tran exual (which , by the 
way helped the Chicago cops meet 
their federally-dictat d quota for 
that category.) Kellogg's on by a 
previous marriage , al, work for a 
Legal Aid and has been retained by 
Dianah to represent her in a di-
vorce suit against her husband. Sal 
is a gray little nebbish whose status 
as a nonentity i ·o total that people 
are virtually unable to pay him any 
attention. In a desperate attempt to 
get omebody to look his way, Sal 
resorts to flashing, wearing almost 
nothing but a gray trench coat ... 
and gray-striped boxer shorts, a 
singlet undershirt, gray calf socks , 
and gray wing-tip oxfords. He fi-
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" h in t 
ind nt 
h r pla • t 
hri · · f 
th att nti n f th 
patr lp r on B tty, 
f arr ting him for 
him to 
R g r r, pr 
apitulatin .. t th iren 
la · omfort. But the bourgeoi 
exi t n pr v d Rog r undoing. 
" h " and r th tr et di gui ed 
lut Id tramp; underneath 
he i a qui rin ma of guilt feel-
ing root d in hi · d fection from the 
Mo em nt. Roger blame the wreck 
of hi life on the rec room of his 
hou -ju t wage for hi symbolic 
in . He bought a Buick a television 
et, and a ub cription to TV Guide. 
And he married a girl named adja, 
who, when he couldn t get enough 
orga m from Roger, left him and 
turned to walking the street . This 
revolting d velopment pained her 
father Yovan, deeply. One of Nad-
ja's appointments takes her to Chris's 
apartment where she expected to 
find Old Man Kellogg (he paid for 
eve1ything a year in advance). As 
much a Chris wants Nadja gone, he 
can't re ist reminiscing about his 
old revolutionary days. When his 
idealistic spirit catches Nadja's fancy, 
another new love is born. 
In a classic of a discovery scene in 
Chris's apartment, this collection of 
improbables collectively unravels 
the complexity of their interrela-
tionship. "Only in America," they 
gasp, could a black Pole be mother 
to a Jewish boy and a tran sexual 
policewoman who are lovers, and 
her elf have a passion for an old 
Irishman who is really a young 
Irishman disguised and fleeing hi 
guilt and hi sexually-demanding 
teenage wif who ha turned to pro-
stitution to find sati faction and 
finds it not in ex but in the ideali m 
of a W SPish former radical who 
him elf has had a confrontation with 
her Serbian fath r o r tainted 
tuffed cabbage, which nearl nd 
in murder but for the fortuitou in-
terv ntion of a love affair b tw en 
the erb and th radical r ) e -
tran ed wif ! 
nl in America 'th , igh , and 
March 1 '3 
in that sigh is the yearning for the 
Movement's revival. Vowing to 
make a new world, the ew Coali-
tion elect Chris as its reluctant 
leader and he summon the energy 
for one more speech from the bar-
ricades a strains of "America the 
Beautiful" well up in their throat 
and an enormous American flag 
unfurls behind their backs. ])£vision 
Street is all good fun and barely ser-
ious, yet Tesich has given us an-
other vision of the American Dream 
of diversity in concert pursuing a 
common goal. 
In Di'vision Street, Steve Tesich has 
gone beyond creating uperb topical 
farce in the classic style to concretiz-
ing the American campus guerrilla 
into a farce character type. The true 
farce character type is distinguished, 
as Henri Bergson wrote in Laughter, 
by a certain meclwnical inelastici'ty; 
that is, the total inability to adjust 
to new eventualities or circum-
stances because of some obsession 
or idee fixe. Perhaps the best exam-
ple of the Bergsonian principle is 
Harpagon in Moliere' · The Miser, 
whose every response to life's stimuli 
is governed by his love of money. 
Chekhov was, of course, a master at 
developing the farce character 
around the single obses ·ion. The 
Division Street radical call to mind 
Trofimov in The Cherry Orchard: a 
perpetual student, obse · d with the 
decadence of the Russian bourgeoi -
ie, and totally without the moral 
suppleness that normally keep hu-
man beings from making fool of 
themselve . 
The playwright who o sifie a hu-
man individual into a far chara -
ter performs an e entially criti al, 
sometime cruel tran f rmation · 
one bound to make me p opl 
unea y, other ho ·tile or belliger nt. 
Moliere' Tartuffe wa · bann d in 
Pari for year after h r t it. On 
wonder wheth r audi nc in . u h 
form r hotbed of campu · radi al-
B rk l or Madi on ill 
a fr l a · did the 
hi hara t r from th gra da 
th arl Ei hti t th 
of the late Sixties, Tomfoolery evokes 
the image of a somewhat earlier 
time: the latter half of the Fiftie 
and the early Sixties. Tom Lehrer 
began writing music and lyrics as a 
graduate student and part-time 
mathematics teacher at Harvard 
University. In 1953, he recorded 
and issued his own LP's worth of 
song . Two more al bum followed 
b tween that time and 1965. Lehrer 
has made no albums since then and 
has made very few appearance be-
cause, as he says, the awarding· of th 
obel Peace Prize to Henry Ki sin-
ger so far surpa · d in hilarit any 
political atire that the vent ren-
dered Lehrer' favorite genre ob-
solete. 
The polio Theatre Cent r im-
ported Tomfoolery' four ·inging 
actor and five-piece band from 
London, where it wa · originally and 
very slickly dir ct d by .7illian 
Lynne (Cats) and et in a di r pu-
table-looking ba cm nt piano bar. 
The inging i high-quality, th 
chor ography appropriately under-
tat d, and the ntire pr du tion 
ha about it a kind of off-handed 
urbanity ·uggcsti 
or w Ilav n. 
The song· that 
foolery fall int 
Som ar pur 
of ambriclg 
at 'gori 'S. 
gr tc. queri • and 
r quire a certain p •rvcr ·en • ·s of 
imagination to a ppr • iat . In "I 
Hold Your llancl in Min ,' a de-
rang cl g ntl •man ings to his cl 'ar 
d part cl ·pous , " hil • holding th· 
hand that h ·ut off h •r cl ·ad l cl , . 
om L hr r, th · Eclg-ar JI •n Pc • 
of th musi al th •atr '. 
~ •ntl _ gib • '>U h 
m ri an in titution as thC' B 
r r' . atir • on mu ical forms ar , 
cl lightf ii, a he •ncl tq th · I 
ballad (' .'h ., 1: Girl"), tlw fc lk 
. ong (Th· Iri h Ball ad"), an I a ;it -
b rt and .'ullivan J alt r on~ ( 'l h • 
El m nt "). 
I •hr •r· om • I~ i oft •n r > >t • l 
in th in ongn1it, amonv_ th • mu ic 
th lyrir , an l th · idc•a writt •n with-
in a ing-1 , ong. ·1 h • r<.'\ ·r •nt, hilcl-
lik r ncliti m of ... I h · ( lei I I · 
2' 
P •ddl r' i un again t a pian 
and flute lullaby. · ng that b gin 
a · a ·pringtime id 11 turn t th 
ubj t of "P i oning Pig n in th 
Park." (Referen t " yanid " 
tru k a · ur not with th Chi ag 
audi nc th 111 ht I wa , th r . ) 
ctuall , Lehr r political and 
o ial atire i · ntl n mut d . 
ong uch a , ' Long M m (I'm 
off to drop the born b ), ' ' Who 
xt?" \ e'll All Go Tog th r 
\Vhen We Go, and Wern r on 
Braun., reflect the . . Govern-
ment' polic of bombarding Amer-
ican " ith thr at of immin nt nu-
clear attack from behind the Iron 
Curtain. Lehrer' ocially-generated 
humor extends to ocial problem 
such a "Pollution" and venereal 
di ea e ("I Got it from Agne "). 
There i al o a mea ure of the 
Harvardian elitist Tom Lehrer di-
recting his ophi ticated Eastern 
slur toward Southerners (' I Wanna 
Go Back to Dixie"), Mexicans ("In 
Old Mexico"), American ethnic 
groups and Third-World nation 
(" ational Brotherhood Week," 
"Who' ext"), and Roman Cath-
olics ("The Vatican Rag' ). Perhap 
the tendency of American audiences 
to take offen e at such reference 
points to a new hyper-sensitivity 
toward the constituent groups in 
American culture. Bad news for the 
comedy of degradation. 
Lehrer's musical satire is extreme-
ly elev r but never inspired; hi 
way with a lyric ingenious but never 
brilliant. I cannot agree with the 
Chicago commentator who called 
Lehrer one of ' America' fine t 
songwriters." Two hours of Tom-
foolery is just about enough. 
De pite Tom Lehrer' dictum that 
political satire i obsolete the time 
may be right for one of his ilk to 
emerge again. After all Ronald 
Reagan i doing his be t to bring 
back the Fiftie - Cold War and all. 
C rtainly a theatr without mean-
ingful political atire and drama, 
i a poor one. But then our theatr 
i th voice of our tim . Can we 
blam it a al Kello b -







Day By Day 
We Magnify Thee 
Compiled and Translated by Margarete 
Steiner and Percy Scott. Philadelphia: 
Fortress Press. 437 pp. $8.95 (paper). 
Martin Luther: His 
Life and Teachings 
By James Arne Nestingen. Philadelphia: 
Fortress Press. 79 pp. $3.95. 
As Lutherani m approache the 
500th anniversary of the birth of 
Martin Luther, we can expect a 
number of literary contributions of 
both a scholar! y and popular nature 
to mark the event. Fortress Press 
leads the way with two works, both 
aimed at a lay readership. Day By 
Day We Magnify Thee, a collection 
of devotional readings from the pen 
of Dr. Luther, was fir t published in 
Great Britain in 1946, and then re-
leased in the United States by Muh-
lenberg Press (a forenmner of For-
tress Press) in 1952. After being out 
of print for a number of years, this 
spiritual classic now reappears as a 
reprint. Martin Luther: His Life and 
Teachings is a short introduction to 
the tudy of Luther, with special 
empha is on Luther a pastor and 
catechist, by Dr. James e tingen. 
The compilers and translators of 
Day By Da We Magnify Thee, Mar-
garete Steiner and Percy Scott de-
erve the gratitude of Lutherans for 
their careful work of electing and 
tran latin devotional nugget from 
the vast corpus of Luther' writings. 
Th majorit of the tran lation ar 
mad from the t xt of th eimar 
Edition of Luth r' ork . Mo t of 
the exc rpt ar from after 1522, thu 
refle ting th theolo of the mature 
Luther. 
Arrano- d ac ording to th hi -
n 
r a lin r 
~r at th m 
ut th pa 
1agmfv 111e 
fth 
nd who art th u . and who am I? Are we 
not likewi n of m n? Yea verily , we 
are! Who. th n. but m n hould receive 
thi child? Th ang I do not need Him . 
The devil do not want Him. But we n d 
Him, and for our ake wa He made man. 
Thu it behoove u to receive Him joy-
full y, a here the an el say : " nto you is 
born a avior." I it not a great and marvel-
lous thing that an angel hould come from 
heaven with uch good news? and that 
afterwards so many thousands of angels 
are filled with overflowing joy , which 
make them desire that we should also be 
glad , and hould receive such grace with 
thankful hearts? And therefore we should 
write this little word (with flaming letters ) 
in our hearts : "For You!" and should joy-
fully welcome the birth of the Savior. 
Day By Day We Magnify Thee per-
mits us to get a glimpse of the thor-
oughly Chri tocentric nature of 
Luther's preaching. Commenting 
on Saint John 1 :36, "And looking 
upon Jesus as he walked; he saith, 
Behold the Lamb of God," Luther 
writes: 
This is our greatest certainty , that we know 
where our sins are laid . For the Law lays 
them upon our conscience, but God takes 
them from us and lays them upon the shoul-
ders of the Lamb. For, if they were to lie 
upon me and upon the world , we should be 
lost, because sin is so strong and powerful. 
And God says , "I know your sins are far 
too heavy for you to bear. Therefore, be-
hold, I will lay them upon My Lamb, and 
will take them from you." Believe in this 
promise, and if you believe, you are free 
from sin. For sin has only two places where 
it can be: it is either with you , so that it lies 
on your shoulders or it lie upon Christ , the 
Lamb of God . And if it lies on your back , 
you are lo t , but if it rests on Christ , you are 
free and blessed. 
Much of the devotional material 
published in our day lack the power 
or ub tance nee s ar to fu 1 th 
life of prayer. In contra t with o 
many of the per onal Chri tianit 
paperbacks which dominate th r -
li iou book market toda Da , By 
Day We Magnify Thee dir t u awa 
from our el pointing u to 
The res el 
hri t a ram nt ·. 
That i a ri h far ind d! 
Pr ·ting n' · Martin 
Luth r: Hi Lzfe and Ti aching make 
a fin • mpani n t Day By Day We 
Ma nify Th . It i th auth r goal 
t ngag th tw nti th- entury 
hri tian in a c n r ation with 
Luth r. Th purp of thi little 
v lum i t pr vid an entry into 
Luth r id f th c nver ation in 
th h p that uch an xchange can 
b initiat d broad n d, or con-
tinu d.' To accomplish thi , Dr. 
tin n tell hi reader the story 
of Luth r' life and th n provides a 
"mini-commentary" on the Small 
Catechism. 
Whil there i really nothing new 
in Martin Luther: His Life and His 
Teachings, and several important 
detail in Luther's life and theologi-
cal development have been omitted, 
thi little volume does promise to 
serv a a good guide to the study 
of Luther by Bible Cla ses or other 
lay groups. Professor estingen is 
a lively and gifted storyteller and 
his latest work makes Luther a bit 
more accessible to the laity. 
Cl John T. Pless 
Ladders to Heaven: 
Art Treasures from 
Lands of the Bible 
By Oscar White Muscarella. Toronto: The 
Lands of the Bible Archaeology Founda-
tion. 332 pp. and 286 figs. $40.00. 
Our understanding of the biblical 
world continues to be enlivened 
by the copious material excavated 
in the ruins of ancient Near East-
ern civilizations. This beautifully 
printed book takes its place among 
the best of works illustrating dif-
ferent classes of artifacts produced 
by peoples of the ea tern Mediter-
ranean from the latter part of the 
eolithic Age (ca. 5000 B.C.) to the 
year 500 A.D. The book came into 
being together with an exhibit en-
titled 'Ladder to Hea en" at the 
Royal Ontario Mu um in Toronto 
in 1979. The latter pre ented an a -
emblage of object athered b the 
Canadian philanthropi t Elie Bo-
March 1 
row ki, who has now entrusted the 
collection to the keeping of the 
Lands of the Bible Foundation head-
quartered in Toronto. 
What are the lands of the Bible? 
It is evident in this book that they 
encompass a broad area, for there 
are sections on Egypt, Mesopota-
mia, Anatolia, Urartu, Iran, Syria, 
Palestine, Cyprus, Asia Minor, 
Greece, and Rome. The reader will 
find in the various par~ a con-
sistently excellent series of photo-
graphs, with individual examples 
gracing nearly every page, along 
with lucid descriptions by people 
who have mastered the data. Some of 
the objects and discussions are ex-
traordinary, such as that by Daphne 
Achilles on the bronze, four-sided 
stand from Cyprus. Although dating 
to a full millennium earlier than 
King Solomon (960-922 B.C.), the 
outstanding detail of motif achieved 
in this piece indicates a tradition 
of craftsmanship in bronze that was 
still alive when the Israelite king 
engaged the Phoenician Hiram of 
Tyre to execute the bronzes for the 
Jerusalem temple (1 Kings 7:13-14). 
It is assumed that most users of 
the volume will be interested es-
pecially in the Bible. Consequently 
the thread which runs through the 
book is the biblical epic, mostly 
that of ancient Israel, but also, in 
the latter section, that of early 
Christianity. I do not think that the 
organization of the materials in this 
fashion is forced, and, in fact, I 
would see this as a distinctive ac-
complishment. For the fact remains 
that the biblical literature in all of 
its varieties of expression, far from 
being abstract, is earthy, certainly 
visual if not often sensual, and 
planted down in the real experience 
of everyday life. And so, one of the 
most enjoyable things to think about 
after experiencing this book is how 
the ancient people of the Bible 
could incorporate this realm of art 
into their tradition of covenant with 
Yahweh, which would allow nothing 
to be imaged of things above, on or 
below the earth (Ex. 20:4). That th y 
did integrate it is clear not only 
from their literary achievement , 
of which the Old Te tament i th 
supreme witness, but al o from 
their glyptic and modelled art, at-
tested through the results of xca-
vations and sometim s imilar to th 
items pre ented here. 
Cl Walter E. Rast 
Matthew 2 5: 1-13 
Are you the true bridegroom who tarrie o, 
while suitor aft r suitor fail 
to bring the hidden tr a ·ur 
of my father bidding? 
Or is my hope for you 
a hoax for old maid 
who wait in with r d la 
at vacant altar ? 
The night grow old and dark 
my light i growin dim. 
The oil I am with i d in m k 
and trail id! ro · · th m n. 
I will qu z il f r what i l ft 
of thi dark igil 
fr m m palm ·. I" ill f cl with m fl . h 
what r main f thi 
tr mbling flam . 
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Travels with Andrew 
John Strietelmeier 
It is noon on the day of the Holy 
Innocents and I am relaxing after 
two hours in a rocket ship captained 
by a three-year-old named Andrew 
whose year-old sister, Helen, was 
also aboard in the capacity of a stow-
away. 
I don't remember exactly when it 
was that Andrew first noticed the 
similarity between Grandpa's study 
and a rocket ship. The tip-off, ap-
parently, was the National Geo-
graphic globe that stands next to my 
desk, a globe which can be illum-
inated so that, to the eyes of a three-
year-old apparently, it looks like the 
glorious planet itself as seen from 
some distance out in space. At any 
rate, once the study door is closed, 
Andrew is Captain Somebody-or-
Other-taut, resolute, very much in 
command, barking out orders to his 
crew, which consists of two sets of 
chessmen, a platoon of toy soldiers , 
and a floppy Pinocchio doll. 
Helen - better known to her par-
ents and grandparents as Hellion, 
and to her brother as "Crazy Helen" 
- represents the forces of chaos and 
anarchy. Not for her the slavish con-
formity of her elders or the syco-
phantic imitativeness of her brother. 
Her favorite word at this stage in her 
life is No and her favorite tactic is 
grab and run, a gambit which an-
32 
no captain 
cau e ou obviou I can t ha p o-
ple op ning and lo ing th e ap 
hatch on a rocket hip in mid-fli ht. 
The word and th gambit are her 
way, Ein teinian in it daring, of 
que tioning her brother' axiom. H 
ay it's a rocket hip. She ay it' 
nothing but the room where Grand-
pa keeps hi toy . 
Captain Andrew doesn't invite hi 
parents or his grandmother to go on 
these voyages through space. Like 
most children he knows intuitively 
the uses of people. Thus, parents are 
for loving and trusting and running 
to when things need mending or 
curing. And Grandma is for listen-
ing to when she tells stories of the 
old days before Daddy was born. 
Parents and grandmothers tell the 
truth-always and in all circum-
stances. They speak gently and kind-
ly. And they are predictable. With 
parents and grandmothers the child 
knows that he is secure. Bored, per-
haps, but secure. 
But grandpas are quite another 
thing. Early in life, the child comes 
to realize that he or she has an appe-
tite for certain activities which, while 
neither illegal nor immoral, are not 
warmly endorsed by parents, grand-
mothers, and other champions of 
respectability and responsibility. It 
may be so haffi}_less•·a thing as sim-
ply goofing around for a couple of 
hours. Or it. may be so dubious an 
enterprise as weaving those tissues 
of victimless lies which we call fan-
tasy. In any case, the child is ~fraid 
to wander off from the reservation 
all on his own. He needs an accom-
plice, a co-conspirator, who can be 
trusted not to get him or her into 
any serious trouble but will take 
him or her as far in that direction 
as safety and discretion allow. 
And that is where Grandpa comes 
in. The child sense that Mommy 
and Daddy and Grandma all have 
their doubts about the old man. E.5-
p iall if h i a " rit r. Th r i , 
in our i t a u pi ion b rd rin 
on rtaint that an a ti it whi h 
i b t conducted b th individual 
a ic . And of cour , folk wi <lorn 
add that an man who ha pent 
forty year writing mu t rely heavily 
on the bottl . Even one' n are t 
and deare t can not wholly di mi s 
these doubt about him. And in a 
thou and unintended ways, they 
convey the e misgiving to ensitive 
three-year-olds who are just begin-
ning to suspect-and hope-that 
there must be something more than 
virtue in thi world. 
So the three-year-old is drawn to 
his grandfather like a moth to the 
flame, and for many of the same rea-
sons. And if Grandpa lives long 
enough, this special relationship 
may survive well into the young-
ster's adulthood. I shall never forget 
my own grandfather's confirmation 
present to me: a week in Indian-
apolis with him which included an 
American Association baseball game 
(it was Sigafoos night, honoring a 
local celebrity), a concert in Gar-
field Park, and, most memorable of 
all, vaudeville at the old Lyric thea-
tre with stand-up comics and danc-
ing girls. If I live to see Andrew con-
firmed it's going to be Radio City 
and lunch at the Pierre. 
But for now we float through 
space in our book-lined rocket ship 
-he perfectly aware of the fact that 
it's really more of a pretend rocket 
ship, but grateful to have aboard an 
adult whose flexible morals permit 
him to reinforce the desire, border-
ing on actual belief, that it really, 
truly is a rocket ship and that we are 
about to set down on that dot which 
he has come to recognize as Chicago, 
where his other grandparents live. 
Who knows? Maybe some day he 
will. And maybe he will remember 
the old man who accompanied him 
on his first voyages. Cl 
The Cresset 
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